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Keynote talks
Usefulness as the Criterion for Evaluation of Interactive Information Retrieval Systems

Nicholas J. Belkin (School of Communication and Information, Rutgers University)

Relevance has been the classic criterion for evaluation of the effectiveness of information retrieval (IR) systems since the earliest days of IR system evaluation. This criterion has been understood as the ability of an IR system to recognize documents relevant to a person’s "information need", and understood as the ability of the system to provide to the person all of the documents in an information resource relevant to that need, and only those documents relevant to the need. The measures of effectiveness of the system have thus been understood as recall and precision. These measures have been applied in the evaluation of the performance of an IR system as referring to the system’s ability to maximize these measures in its response to a single query (representation of the information need) put to the system. This criterion, these measures, and the application of the measures depend crucially on both a specific model of IR, and a specific model of the user’s desired results, both of which are based on the example of the special purpose bibliography of a topic constructed on demand by documentalists and science librarians in the early and middle 20th century. In this presentation, I argue that the criterion, measures, and application of those measures based on this example are inappropriate for the general interactive IR situation and evaluation of interactive IR systems, and propose that the usefulness of the IR system in supporting the goal or task which led the person to engage in information seeking should be the basic criterion according to which an IR system is evaluated. In particular, I argue that the relevance criterion and its associated measures cannot be used alone to evaluate the performance of an IR system over an information seeking episode, and that usefulness is a criterion which can be used to evaluate both the effectiveness of an IR system over an entire information seeking episode, and the constituent parts of that episode.

About the speaker

Nicholas Belkin has been Professor of Information Science in the School of Communication and Information at Rutgers University since 1985. Nick has been president of the American Society for Information Science and Technology (ASIST), and was Chair of the ACM Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR) from 1995 to 1999. He is the recipient of the ASIST Teaching Award, Research in Information Science Award, and Award of Merit, as well as the New Jersey ASIST Distinguished Lectureship.

Nick’s research over the past 25 years has focused on understanding why people engage in interactions with information, the nature of such interactions, and the problems that people face in engaging with information systems. He is one of the founders of the so-called “cognitive view” of information science,
which has led to his being one of the most highly cited information scientists in the world. His current research is concerned with personalizing people’s interactions with information systems, particularly in the context of information seeking in the Internet environment.

Crowdsourcing for Search Evaluation

Gabriella Kazai (Microsoft Research in Cambridge, UK)

Crowdsourcing has become a widely popular mechanism for solving a range of human intelligence tasks. Such tasks include the labelling of images or search results, a job where humans still outperform machines. As a result, crowdsourcing is increasingly relied upon as a feasible alternative to traditional methods of gathering relevance labels for the evaluation of search engines. However, crowdsourcing raises a range of questions regarding the quality of the resulting data. What indeed can be said about the quality of the data that is contributed by anonymous workers who are only paid cents for their efforts?

In this talk, I will provide an introduction into the world of crowdsourcing for search engine evaluation with specific focus on considerations for quality control within the design of crowdsourcing experiments. I will then discuss the findings of a recent large scale crowdsourcing experiment to gather relevance labels for the evaluation of the INEX Book Track. The experiments offer insights that can aid in the design of HITs for improved output quality.

About the speaker

Gabriella Kazai is a research consultant, working for Microsoft Research in Cambridge, UK. Her research interests include crowdsourcing, social information retrieval, IR evaluation measures, test collection building, book search and active reading, and personal digital libraries. She is founder and organiser of the INEX Book Track since 2007, in the context of which she developed a crowdsourcing system for collecting relevance judgements for digitized books as part of a social game. She is also currently working on a book on Crowdsourcing for Search Engine Evaluation with Omar Alonso and Stefano Mizzaro. Gabriella holds a PhD in computer science from Queen Mary University of London. She published over 40 papers and organised several IR conferences and workshops.
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ABSTRACT
Offering access to information in microblog posts requires successful language identification. Language identification on sparse and noisy data can be challenging. In this paper we explore the performance of a state-of-the-art n-gram-based language identifier, and we introduce two semi-supervised priors to enhance performance at microblog post level: (i) blogger-based prior, using previous posts by the same blogger, and (ii) link-based prior, using the pages linked to from the post. We test our models on five languages (Dutch, English, French, German, and Spanish), and a set of 1,000 tweets per language. Results show that our priors improve accuracy, but that there is still room for improvement.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing

General Terms
Algorithms, Theory, Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
Language identification, microblogs, semi-supervised priors

1. INTRODUCTION
Microblogging platforms such as Twitter have become important real-time information resources [4], with a broad range of uses and applications, including event detection [8, 10], media analysis [1], and mining consumer and political opinions [6, 9]. Microbloggers participate from all around the world contributing content, usually, in their own native language. Language plurality can potentially affect the outcomes of content analysis, and we therefore aim for a monolingual content set for analysis. To facilitate this, language identification becomes an important and integrated part of content analysis. In this work, we address the task of language identification in microblog posts.

Language identification has been studied in the past (see Section 2 for previous work in this field), showing successful results on structured and edited documents. Here, we focus on an other type of documents: user generated content, in the form of microblog posts. Microblog posts ("tweets," "status updates," etc.) are a special type of user generated content, mainly due to their limited size, which has interesting effects. People, for example, use word abbreviations or change word spelling so their message can fit in the allotted space, giving rise to a rather idiomatic language that is difficult to match with statistics from external corpora.

To address this effect, we use language models trained on microblog posts. To account for very short ambiguous (in terms of what language) microblog posts, we go a step further and introduce two semi-supervised priors, and explore the effects on accuracy of (i) a blogger-based prior, using previous microblog posts by the same blogger, and (ii) a link-based prior, using content from the web page hyperlinks within the post.

In particular, we aim at answering the following research questions: (i) What is the performance of state-of-the-art language identification for microblogs? (ii) What is the effect on identification accuracy of using language models trained on microblog posts? (iii) What is the effect on accuracy of using blogger-based and link-based priors? This paper makes several contributions: (i) it explores the performance of state-of-the-art language identification on microblog posts, (ii) it proposes a method to help identification accuracy in sparse and noisy data, and (iii) it makes available a dataset of microblog posts in for others to experiment.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we explore previous work in this area. In Section 3 we introduce our baseline model, and the semi-supervised priors. We test our models using the setup detailed in Section 4, and in Section 5 we present and analyze the results. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Language identification can be seen as a subproblem in text categorization. Cavnar and Trenkle [3] propose a simple, yet effective n-gram-based approach to solving text categorization in general, and test it on language identification. Their approach compares a document "profile" to category profiles, and assigns to the document the category with the smallest distance. Profiles are constructed by ranking n-grams in the training set (or the document) based on their frequency. These ranked lists are then compared using a rank-order statistic, resulting in a distance measure between document and category. Tested on a set of Usenet documents, it achieves an accuracy of 99.8% for language identification.

In [2] the authors compare a neural network approach for language identification to the simple n-gram approach of Cavnar and Trenkle [3]. Although the paper is aimed at comparing performance in terms of processing time, they show that the n-gram approach achieves better accuracy than the neural network approach, reaching up to 98.8%. Accuracy is often very high when looking at structured and well-written documents. Language identification on web pages already seems more difficult [7]: an n-gram-based approach with web-related enhancement has an accuracy between 80% and 99%, depending on the language.

Most language identification work is done on full documents. In our case, however, documents are comparatively (very) short to
web documents and are more like queries with regard to length. Interesting work in that respect is done by Gotttrup and Lipka [5]. The authors explore performance of language identification approaches on (short) queries. They compare a Naive Bayes approach (using n-grams as features) to a Markov approach (such as one found in [11]) and the frequency-ranking approach described above. They conclude that Naive Bayes is the best performing, reaching an accuracy of 99.4% using 5-grams. Both the Markov and frequency-ranking approach perform substantially less, possibly due to the very short length of “documents” (on average, the queries are 45.1 characters long).

Based on previous work, we opt for using an n-gram approach to language identification. More precisely, we use the implementation of the approach by Cavnar and Trenkle [6] which uses the training data supplied by TextCat and we set this as our baseline. We use the out-of-the-box model to its content, and construct a link-based prior vector from the average of content-based identification vectors of web pages found in p:

$$\lambda_p = \frac{1}{|L|} \sum_{l \in L} \lambda_l.$$  (3)

Having constructed three vectors (content, blogger and link-based) with scores for each language, we combine the three vectors using a weighted linear combination. More formally, we identify the most probable language for post p as follows:

$$lang(p) = \text{argmin} \frac{1}{|v|} \sum_{v \in v} w_v \lambda_v,$$  (4)

where $v = \{C, B, L\}$, and $\sum_{v \in v} w_v = 1$. Finally, language $x$ that is closest to the language profile (i.e., has the lowest score) is selected as language for post p.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For testing our models we need a collection of microblog posts. We collect these posts from one particular microblog platform, Twitter. We test our models on a set of five languages, Dutch, English, French, German, and Spanish, and gather an initial set of tweets (Twitter posts) by selecting tweets on their location. From this initial sample, we manually select 1,000 tweets in the appropriate language. In case of a multilingual tweet, we assign the language that is most “content-bearing” for that post. For training purposes, we split each set in a training set of 500 tweets and a test set of 500 tweets. We construct test and training sets by taking one every other tweet so both sets contain approximately the same language.

TextCat allows us to select the number of n-grams we want to use for profiling our language and documents. Preliminary experimentation with this parameter revealed that the standard value (top 400 n-grams) works best, and we use this value for the remainder of the experiments. In our experiments we use fixed weights for the three language vectors; our intuition is that the content-based identification should be leading, supported by the blogger-based prior. Since people can link to pages in other languages as well, we assign least weight to the link-based prior. The actual weights are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>$w_C$</th>
<th>$w_B$</th>
<th>$w_L$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>microblog + blogger-based prior</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microblog + link-based prior</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microblog + both priors</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Weights for runs, results are shown in Table 3.

We report on accuracy (the percentage of tweets for which the language is identified correctly) for each language, and overall. In total we look at six runs: the out-of-the-box language model, the

1http://www.let.rug.nl/~vannoord/TextCat/

2http://www.twitter.com

The actual dataset will be made available online
microblog language model, the combined language model, the microblog model with each prior separately, and the microblog model with both priors.

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In Table 3 we present the accuracy of our runs for all languages. The results show that language identification on short posts in microblogs is not as straightforward as it is on longer pieces of text. Training the n-gram-based approach on the target corpus obviously gives much better results, but accuracy is still limited. Incorporating the semi-supervised priors does lead to an increase in accuracy for all languages, and especially the combination of the blogga and link-based priors outperforms other approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content-based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-the-box</td>
<td>90.6%</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>82.2%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microblog</td>
<td>90.4%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
<td>85.2%</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>89.0%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>83.2%</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microblog content-based identification + priors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogger-based</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link-based</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
<td>90.6%</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>83.0%</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both priors</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results for baseline content-based identification runs and the combination with the priors.

We notice differences in accuracy between languages: for German, English, French, and Dutch, accuracy is high (although there is room for improvement), for Spanish accuracy is quite low. In the next section we briefly touch on this with some examples of errors made in the identification process.

5.1 Error analysis

In analyzing the posts misclassified by our final classifier using all priors, we group them into four distinct categories: fluent multilingual posts, those containing named entities, automatically generated, and language ambiguous. We give examples in Table 1, and explain each type of error in turn.

Fluent multilingual posts: These are posts which are a grammatical sentence with words written in two or more languages. Usually these take the form of a sentence split into two, with both halves in different languages.

Named entity errors: These posts are misclassified because they contain a reference to a foreign language named entity, such as a company or product name, song title, etc. The named entities contained in the post outweigh the correct language tokens in the post in scoring, leading to the misclassification.

Automatically generated posts: These posts are automatically generated by external applications and software, which insert phrases into the post foreign to the language of the user.

Language ambiguous: These posts are misclassified because they only contain a few tokens which could belong to a number of different languages.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we explore the performance of an n-gram-based approach to language identification on microblog posts. Given the short nature of the posts, the rather idiomatic language in these (due to abbreviations, spelling variants, etc.), and mixed language usage, we expect language identification to be a difficult task. To overcome the challenges of microblogs, we introduce two semi-supervised priors: (i) a blogger-based prior, using the previous posts of a blogger, and (ii) a link-based prior, using the pages a post links to. Results show that accuracy for 3 out of 5 languages is the best using both priors, and the remaining 2 languages benefit most from the blogger-based prior alone.

Analysis reveals four main categories of errors: fluent multilingual posts, named entity errors, automatically generated posts, and language ambiguous posts. All of these types of errors could, in principle, be overcome using different relative weighting of the priors to the content-based identification.

Although accuracy for most languages is high, we feel that there is room for improvement. Microblogs (and possibly other social media as well) offer several other priors that we have not yet discussed or explored. Bloggers often write posts in reply to a previous post by another blogger; we can take use the language profile of this other blogger as a prior on the current post, e.g., as
a reply-based prior. In the current setup we did not use tags attached to posts (besides keeping them for identification purposes); a future direction could involve collecting posts with the same tag, and construct a language profile for this tag. We can then use this score as a tag-based prior for language identification. Finally, in our experiments we used fixed weights for combining priors and content-based identification, but we are interested in investigating how weights affect accuracy. We believe weights should be dependent on the individual post: when content-based identification results are close for multiple languages, we might want to lower its weight, and rely more on our priors. Future work aims at finding a proper way of estimating these post-dependent weights.
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ABSTRACT
An important part of information-gathering behaviour has always been to find out what other people think and whether they have favourable (positive) or unfavourable (negative) opinions about the subject. This survey studies the role of negation in an opinion-oriented information-seeking system. We investigate the problem of determining the polarity of sentiments in movie reviews when negation words, such as not and hardly occur in the sentences. We examine how different negation scopes (window sizes) affect the classification accuracy. We used term frequencies to evaluate the discrimination capacity of our system with different window sizes. The results show that there is no significant difference in classification accuracy when different window sizes have been applied. However, negation detection helped to identify more opinion or sentiment carrying expressions. We conclude that traditional negation detection methods are inadequate for the task of sentiment analysis in this domain and that progress is to be made by exploiting information about how opinions are expressed implicitly.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Systems]: Content Analysis and Indexing – Linguistic processing.

General Terms
Reliability, Experimentation, Languages, Human Factors, Information Systems

Keywords
Scope Modelling, Movie Review Analysis, Opinion Mining

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid expansion of e-commerce, more products are being sold online. Industry or manufacturing companies that produce these products want to know how their customers feel about them. This information can be acquired by studying opinions from review portals (for example, Amazon and ConsumerReports). At the same time, users or consumers want to know which product to buy or which movie to watch, so they also read reviews and try to make their decisions accordingly. However, gathering all this online information manually is time consuming. Therefore automatic sentiment analysis is important. Sentiment analysis is defined here as the task of identifying the opinions expressed in text and classifying texts accordingly. To do so, the main task is to extract the opinions, facts and sentiments expressed in these reviews. Example applications are, classifying products or reviews into ‘recommended’ or ‘not recommended’ [1, 2], opinion summarization [3] and subjectivity classification [1, 4] which is the task of determining whether a sentence or a paragraph contains the opinion of the writer. There are also other applications for sentiment analysis, for example, comparison of products, or general opinions on public policy. Sentiment analysis aims at classifying the sentiment of the opinions into polarity types (the common types are positive and negative). This text classification task is also referred to as polarity classification.

Negation is one of the most common linguistic means that can change text polarity. Therefore in sentiment analysis negation has to be taken into account [5, 6]. The scope size of a negation expression determines which sequence of words in the sentence is affected by negation words, such as, no, not, never [6]. Negation terms affect the contextual polarity of words but the presence of a negation word in a sentence does not mean that all of the words conveying sentiments will be inverted [7]. That is why we also have to determine the scope of negation in each sentence. One of the most noticeable works done on examining the affect of different scope models for negation is [7]. Jia et al. have used some linguistic rules to identify the scope of each negation term. The impact of scope modelling for negation applied for sentiment analysis has not been studied a lot compared to domains such as biomedical studies [8-10].

Linguistic negation is a complex topic and there are several forms to express a negative opinion. Negation can be morphological where it is either denoted by a prefix ("dis-", "non-") or a suffix ("-less") [11]. It can be implicit, as in with this act, it will be his first and last movie. Although this sentence carries a negative opinion, no negative words are used. Negation can also be explicit, this is not good. This last type of negation will be the focus of our experiments. In this paper we studied the effect of scope modelling for negation by comparing the effect of different scope sizes (or window sizes) in the context of sentiment analysis, particularly with respect to sentiments expressed in movie reviews. Scope in negation detection is defined here as the window in which a negation word may affect the other elements of the sentence. We studied how opinions were expressed in each category of reviews and how adjectives and adverbs were used.
This paper is organized as follows; in section 2 the related work on scope detection for negation is introduced. Sections 3 and 4 explain the method and experimental setup. The results and evaluation of the model is presented in section 5 and we round off the paper with the discussion and conclusion in sections 6 and 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Recently [6] did a review on negation and its scope in sentiment analysis. This work presents various computational approaches to modelling negation in sentiment analysis. The focus of this paper is particularly on the scope of negation. It also discusses limits and challenges of negation modelling. For example, recognition of polar expressions (sentences which carry sentiments) is still a challenging task. The authors also discussed that the effectiveness of negation models can change in different corpora because of the specific construction of language in different contexts.

On the effect of negation on sentiment analysis, [7] introduces the concept of the scope of a negation term. The authors employ a decision tree to determine the polarity of the documents. The proposed scope detection method, considers static delimiters (unambiguous words) such as, because, dynamic delimiters (ambiguous words) such as, like; and heuristic rules which focus on polar expressions. For negation detection they have tried three window sizes; 3, 4 and 5. Their experimental results show that their method outperforms other methods in accuracy of sentiment analysis and the retrieval effectiveness of polarity classification in opinion retrieval. [12] suggests that the scope of negation should be the adjectives close to the negation word. Authors have suggested that the scope of a negation term to be its next 5 words.

In [1] the scope of a negation term is assumed to be the words between the negation term and the first punctuation mark following it. The accuracy of this work is 0.69 based on the previous version (Ver. 0.9) of movie review data. [13] introduces the concept of contextual valence shifters which consist of negation, intensifier and diminisher. Intensifiers and diminishers are terms that change the degree of the expressed sentiments. The sentence, this movie is very good, is more positive than this movie is good. In the sentence, this movie is barely any good, the term barely is a diminisher, which makes this statement less positive. They have used a term-counting method, a machine learning method and a combination of both methods on the same data collection as was used in our experiment. They found that combining the two systems slightly improved the results compared to machine learning or term-counting methods alone.

There are other studies on determining the scope of negation mostly in biomedical texts, using machine learning techniques. In recent work by Morante et al. [15], a metalearning approach to processing the scope of negation signals is studied, involving two classification tasks: identifying negation signals and finding the scope, using supervised machine learning methods. They achieved an error reduction of 32.07%.

3. METHODS
The experiment to determine the sentiments expressed in movie reviews is based on term frequencies. We count the number of occurrences of positive words and negative words in each document. These numbers are compared with each other and the documents are classified accordingly as positive or negative. If the numbers of positive and negative words are equal the document is neutral.

When an explicit negation word occurs in a sentence, it is important to determine the range of words that are affected by this term. The scope may be only the next word after the negation word, for example, the movie was not interesting (window size = 1), or a wider range, for instance, I do not call this film a comedy movie (window size = 5). In the second sentence the effect of not is until the end of the sentence and not only the word following it. A negation does not negate every subsequent word in the sentence. There is no fixed window size. The window can be affected by different combinations of textual features such as adjectives, adverbs, nouns and verbs. When a positive or negative word falls inside the scope of a negation, its original meaning shifts to the opposite one and it is counted as the opposite polarity.

For extracting the opinion words we use the two wordlists. We do not use part of speech tags in our experiment. Considering the word senses given by WordNet1, it was verified that almost all of the words in the wordlists are adjectives. Few of them belong to other categories (verbs or adverbs) which again only occur in one form, for example verbs such as “adore” and “detest”.

Negation terms are not restricted to not. The set of negation terms that we have used in this paper also includes no, not, rather, hardly and all the verbs that the word not can be concatenated to in the form of n’t.2

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used the Movie Review data set prepared by [14]. This data set contains 2000 movie reviews: 1000 positive and 1000 negative. These reviews were originally collected from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) archive 3. Their classification as positive or negative was automatically extracted from the ratings and will be used as ground truth.

In order to identify the positive and negative terms in the documents we use two wordlists. The positive wordlist4 consists of 136 words which are used to express positive opinions. For example, “good” is one of the positive words along with its synonyms such as, “fascinating” and “absorbing” which were also added to the list. The negative wordlist5 contains 109 negative words which are used to express negative opinions (for example “boring” and its synonyms “awful”, “dull” and “tedious”). These lists are derived from online dictionaries such as synonyms.com and the words proposed in [1]. Following [1] we also use “-!” and “-?” as negative words in the wordlist.

Of the total number of the words in the positive list, 20 never occurred in any of the reviews and the rest of the words occurred on average 44 times in the whole corpus. From the negative list, 18 have never occurred in any of the documents and the rest of the words were used 75 times on average in the corpus. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the frequency of the 30 most repeated positive and negative words in the corpus.

2. List of the negation words is accessible online: http://wwwhome.ewi.utwente.nl/~dadvar/dir2011/negation.txt
4. The positive words list is accessible online: http://wwwhome.ewi.utwente.nl/~dadvar/dir2011/positive.txt
5. The negative words list is accessible online: http://wwwhome.ewi.utwente.nl/~dadvar/dir2011/negative.txt
Our aim in this work is to examine whether negation detection affects sentiment analysis and improves the classification. Moreover, we evaluated the effect of different window sizes (scope) in negation detection. We started our experiment by classifying the movie reviews, without considering the negation (step 1). In each document, the numbers of occurrences of the wordlists’ words were counted. Accordingly the reviews were classified as positive, negative or neutral.

![Figure 1. Frequency comparison (%) of the 30 most repeated positive words in positive (black) and negative (grey) documents.](image1)

![Figure 2. Frequency comparison (%) of the 30 most repeated negative words in positive (black) and negative (grey) documents.](image2)

In the second step we employed negation detection, considering only the term not as the negation word. We checked how results would change in different window sizes. Then (step 3) we extended our negation words by adding the words no, rather, hardly. The verbs which were negated with n’t were then added to the negation word lists in step 4. We repeated our experiment with different window sizes from 1 up to and including 5.

We used Accuracy as our evaluation metric. We evaluated the classification of our system by comparing it with the Naïve baseline which all the documents are classified as positive, i.e., precision 0.5, recall 1, and accuracy 0.5.

5. RESULTS

We repeated the [1] experiment using same word lists and corpus to evaluate our system. Pang et al. have used more limited wordlists (Negatives = 7, Positives = 7). Our results of sentiment analysis (without negation detection) with accuracy of 0.70 comply with the results of [1] with an accuracy of 69%. The overall accuracy of the first step of our experiment (sentiment analysis without negation) was 65%, true positive rate (recall) was 84% and precision was 62%. Table 1 shows the accuracy results after applying negation detection using only not as negation word (step 2). Accuracy results of step 3 and step 4 are shown in tables 2. There are no significant differences in the results with different negation words and window sizes. Negation detection in window sizes 4 and 2, and using no, not, rather, hardly as the negation words, resulted in more accurate classification. Recall was always higher than precision in all experiments which suggests poor negative review classification.

We also counted the number of adjectives and adverbs in the dataset. There were more adjectives and adverbs in positive documents compared to negative documents. (Table 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA without ND</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 4</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS 1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negation words</th>
<th>WS 5</th>
<th>WS 4</th>
<th>WS 3</th>
<th>WS 2</th>
<th>WS 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>not</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no, not, rather, hardly</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no, not, rather, hardly and the verbs which were negated with n’t.</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positives</td>
<td>Adjectives</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverbs</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negatives</td>
<td>Adjectives</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverbs</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. DISCUSSION

We studied the impact of negation detection in sentiment analysis in movie reviews. We tested different negation scopes to investigate how it would affect the polarity identification of the sentences. We hypothesized to observe significant improvements on the classification of the documents after applying negation detection. In our experiment we assumed that opinions are mostly expressed by the use of adjectives and adverbs. Therefore, we classified the reviews as negative or positive according to the
number of occurrences of these types of words. After failure analysis, we realized that most of the sentiments and opinions are expressed implicitly, for example, “... I have a problem even regarding it as a film, it's more of a show”.

The negation words that we have used in our experiment, according to grammatical rules should usually be followed by either an adjective or an adverb. Therefore, in our case (adjective and adverbs are not commonly used to express the opinions), negation did not have much influence on the outcome. The majority of reviewers have used sarcasm sentences, comparison and metaphor, for instance the sentences;

“now, I saw this scene coming from a mile away, but I said to myself,” that is impossible: there's no way they'd do that... oh god! ‘’they did do it. it's there. ’”

“Now what didn't work in this movie? would be the rest of it”.

Although we extended the word lists compare to [1], the result of classification did not improve significantly. This can support the claim that since the opinions are mostly expressed indirectly, the number of adjectives does not have much effect on the outcome.

As it is illustrated in the figures 1 and 2, there are also words which are considered to be positive but are equally or even more occurred in the negative documents than the positive ones and vice versa. For example, the word cool, which is one of the words from the positive word list, it is more frequently occurred in negative documents than the positive documents. This can also be another reason for misclassifications. A pre-enhancement of the wordlists, considering the language used in the dataset, may also improve the classifications.

Many emotions and opinions are expressed in the form of question or surprise. The results show that “?” and “!” are the most repeated ones in the documents, ! in negative documents = 527, in positive documents = 352 and ? in negative documents = 1092, in positive documents = 913. As it was mentioned in [1], negative sentiments are most likely to be expressed by – at least – one of these punctuation marks.

Our results also illustrate higher recall than precision which implies a better discrimination capacity in positive documents (in step 1, TP = 794 vs. TN = 431). A possible reason for higher misclassifications in negative documents can also be the number of adjectives and adverbs. In the positive documents more opinions are conveyed by explicit use of adjectives or adverbs in comparison to the negative documents (Table 3).

More investigation on falsely classified documents revealed that in some cases the negation word appears after the words which convey sentiments. For example, "sounds great huh? well it's not", where the adjective great is located four words before the negation word not.

7. CONCLUSION

We conclude that traditional negation detection methods are inadequate for sentiment analysis in this domain. In addition to the explicit elements, there are other indirect elements that affect the polarity of sentences, either positively or negatively. In some cases the opinion words are used before the negation word, therefore, it might be wise to also take them into account while setting the negation scope. It is important to study which lexical features are mainly used to express the sentiments implicitly. Sarcasm and metaphor detection may also improve the classifications accuracy. We also would like to extend our research by performing more detailed analysis using machine learning approaches.
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ABSTRACT

The interaction of users with search engines is an object of study in different domains of science. This may be the reason that key concepts such as intent, information need and query session lack a consistent definition in the literature. Many definitions of query sessions have been suggested and explored in the literature [4]. It seems well accepted that sessions can consist of multiple queries that are often topically related. Gayo-Avello [2] introduce the term searching episode for all queries by a user during a single day, consisting of one or more search sessions where the “successive queries are related to a single information need or goal”. Session boundaries are usually determined by looking at lexical or temporal cues or a combination of these cues.

Classifications of search patterns that can help to determine session boundaries have been presented in e.g. Lau and Horvitz [5] and He et al. [3]. A key element of the search patterns within a search session is that there is some form of lexical overlap. Queries can be refined by specialization, generalization or reformulation. These refinement classes are examples of what Lau and Horvitz call user’s intents relative to his prior query. Thus in an IR context, intents could be defined as intermediate goals that are the result of a certain knowledge state, which is the result of the interaction with the search engine so far. Intents represent the (sub)goals motivating the user’s search behaviour.

We introduce a multi-dimensional notion of intent, with information need as the driving force behind search behaviour, and search intent as specializations of that force.

Since information need is an abstract concept, it is not necessarily restricted to a specific search session. This aspect is important, since the overall information need is a core part of the context that can help to define the relevance of search results. If a search engine can detect that e.g. a request for booking skiing lessons is connected to a previous search session concerning renting an apartment in a specific ski resort, it would be helpful to rank the pages about ski-schools in the vicinity of this ski-resort higher than pages about other ski-schools.

In this paper, we will show that such a multi-dimensional view on intent can be supported by click data. We propose three facets of search intent, explained in Section 2. We claim that these facets can help to create a more fine grained taxonomy to discuss and analyze search intent. We are also able to relate several existing intent classification schemes (e.g., Broder [1], Lau and Horvitz [5]) to our model (Section 3 and Section 4). Section 5 provides some examples from data followed by some concluding remarks and future work in Section 6.

2. OUR MODEL FOR INFORMATION NEED AND SEARCH INTENT

Following survey studies such as [2] and [7], we conclude that the concepts information need and search intent (or query intent) are widely used in the literature about user interactions with search engines, but lack a uniform interpretation. Before we discuss extensions to existing classification schemes for search intent, we present our view on the relation between information need and search intent:

At the basis of a user interaction with a search engine lies the information need. This can be anything from an abstract, unexpressed need to a clearly formulated request. A complex information need generates one or more search intents. A search intent is a clear-cut element of the information need that the user hopes to solve with a well-formulated query. In practice, a search intent leads to the realization of one or more queries; it is possible that a user needs to formulate multiple queries until the local search intent is satisfied. In that case multiple queries are related, motivated by the user’s desire to refine a query.

This hierarchical process, starting at an information need
and ending with a series of queries, is visualized in Figure 1.¹ The process can be exemplified by the following case: Consider the complex information need “Collecting information about the Dutch prime minister for an essay”. It is composed of several search intents: finding out who the Dutch prime minister is, collecting biographical facts about Mark Rutte, finding a good picture, and foraging opinions and media performances related to him. These search intents may require multiple queries to be satisfied, and perhaps the user has to reformulate his queries multiple times in order to obtain a useful result.

3. CLASSIFICATIONS OF SEARCH INTENT

The search intents generated by an information need are traditionally classified according to the actions the user wants to execute with the results. These can be informational, transactional or navigational [1]. We argue that although this classification is sound, it is not complete.² It forms one dimension of the three-dimensional classification of search intent that we propose in this section.

Sushmita et al. [8] propose that search intents should be classified by the requested form of the results. For example, a search may be aimed at retrieving pictures, maps, videos or Wikipedia entries. They refer to this aspect of the search intent as a combination of query domain and query genre. We will instead use the term mode to refer to this second dimension of the search intent. The user’s choice along this dimension is sometimes made explicit in the query, by adding terms such as “pictures” or “movies”.

The third dimension that characterizes the search intent is its topic. This is most strongly connected to the textual realization of the query: the query “Mark Rutte” is a request for items ‘about’ Mark Rutte. Within one session of interaction with a search engine, the user may consider multiple topics, that each relate to a series of queries.

In most papers addressing information need, queries are classified according to the search intent that generated them, using the navigational-transactional-informational scheme. We propose to extend this scheme to a three-dimensional classification, of which the axes are action, mode and topic. In the remainder of this paper, we investigate the relevancy and applicability of these dimensions by considering series of queries in search engine interactions. We use search engine log data for this purpose, the Microsoft “Accelerating Search in Academic Research Spring 2006 Data Asset”, which contains one month of MS search queries from the spring of 2006 together with the URLs clicked, a timestamp and a session identifier. Because of privacy concerns, session lengths have been cut-off at 30 minutes.

4. CLASSIFICATION OF QUERY TRANSITIONS

The usefulness of the additional dimensions for query classification become apparent when we consider the transitions between different queries. In the three-dimensional model, we expect a new query within a user session to change on one or more axes of the model. Therefore, in this section, we study the transitions of one query to another within one session and try to classify these transitions according to the multi-dimensional model of search intent proposed above. From our hierarchical model of information need, it follows that there are three levels on which a query transition can take place:

1. Starting to work on a new information need.
2. Introducing a new search intent within the same information need.
3. A query reformulation (correction) for the same search intent.

When a user moves from one search intent to another, then he will reformulate the query along one of the three axes of search intent action, mode or topic. In other words, the change of intent is realized as a query transition. Here, the query transition categorization as proposed by Lau and Horvitz [5] can play a role. Lau and Horvitz classify query transitions according to the change in surface form (textual content) of the query, labelled as generalization, specialization, reformulation etc.

The change in surface form does not have a direct link to the change in search intent, but categorizing the query

---

¹If the user has an information need that he is not able to directly express in the form of a clear search intent – what Taylor refers to as the visceral information need [9] – the user may generate an exploratory query. The results that are presented to the user help him in formulating his search intent.

²In addition, navigational search intent seems are more aimed at bypassing a browser’s address bar than to actually find information, but that is not an issue that we address in the current paper.
transitions may be helpful for understanding the changing intent.

We analyzed query transition behaviour with the aid of the Microsoft search log. The distribution of session length (measured in the number of clicks per session, see Figure 2) shows that 1.4% of sessions contain more than one click.\(^3\) We implemented an automatic classification of query transitions for the MSN click data, using the following heuristics for transition types based on [5]:

- Request for additional results: query \(Q_{i-1}\) is equal to \(Q_i\) (the query is not necessarily reissued, multiple clicks for a single query show up the same way in the query log).
- Generalization: query \(Q_i\) is a substring of \(Q_{i-1}\). E.g. “Mark Rutte prime minister”, followed by “Mark Rutte”\(^a\).
- Specialization: query \(Q_{i-1}\) is a substring of \(Q_i\). I.e. “Mark Rutte”, followed by “Mark Rutte prime minister”.
- Reformulation: query \(Q_i\) has at least one word in common with \(Q_{i-1}\) without the transition being generalization or specialization. E.g. “Mark Rutte Netherlands” followed by “Mark Rutte pictures”.
- New topic: query \(Q_i\) has no words in common with \(Q_{i-1}\).

These heuristics are oversimplified as a model for query transition because they consider queries as sequences of words that are compared literally. As a result, coincidental word overlap between queries \(Q_{i-1}\) and \(Q_i\) (such as repeating the word ‘the’) is categorized as a reformulation instead of a new topic. And two queries that are very similar in meaning but use different wordings (e.g. when ‘pictures’ is changed to ‘photos’) are categorized as a change to a new topic. A better implementation of the query transition categorization would be to take into account semantic relatedness between two queries. We will implement this in the near future with the use of the WordNet Relatedness tool \([6]\).

\(^3\)This number is quite low. It may partly be caused by the artificial cut-off of search sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of queries</th>
<th>2000000</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sessions</td>
<td>1008656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of follow-up queries</td>
<td>991344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: 2 Million queries from the MSN click data set automatically classified into the query transition classification by [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New topic</th>
<th>1339910</th>
<th>67.0%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New topic in same session</td>
<td>331254</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for additional results</td>
<td>279058</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reformulation</td>
<td>247033</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization</td>
<td>98585</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td>43514</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We applied the heuristics-based classification of query transitions to the MSN click data set. In this way, all queries in a session are automatically annotated with transition information. The counts over 2 Million queries are shown in Table 1. The transition types do not explicitly inform us on the user’s search intent. We argue that our suggested multi-dimensional search intent model can aid in explaining the different query transitions within a session in terms of query intent. In the next section, we use a number of examples from the click data to manually classify query transitions along the axes of our model.

5. **EXAMPLES FROM CLICK DATA**

We manually analyzed a number of the annotated sessions in order to gain insight in the type of transitions occurring in the data and how they relate to presumed search intents. Table 2 shows two example sessions from the click data, automatically annotated with transition information.

![Figure 2: The distribution of session lengths in the MSN query data set as the probability for a session to contain \(I\) clicks.](image-url)
Let us consider an additional example, shown in the bottom half of Table 2, to gain some feeling for the classifications that our model allows. Query 0 introduces a topic as start of the session, with a query that appears informational and given the usual mode of internet search, textual. Then, with query 1 a transition is made not only in the topic dimension (from ‘paint’ to ‘color’) but also in the mode dimension, as a chart is requested. Queries 2 and 3 combine the first topics. A slight topic shift is introduced in query 4, which gives a specialization of what the paint is needed for, followed by a number of reformulations that appear to be aimed at satisfying the same search intent on water stains (one of which is just correcting a spelling error).

Again we see that a session of queries has a single information need, that is, finding information about paint that can cover water stains. Although all queries can be called informational, the topics do change from looking for ceramic paint, to colours and to paint specifically well suited to cover water stains. Queries 1–3 also clearly request a mode of information that is different from text, which we would be unable to express in Broder’s classification of intents.

| 0: Ceramic paint       | New topic                  |
| 1: Color chart         | New topic in same session  |
| 2: Paint color chart   | Specialization of query 1  |
| 3: Ceiling paint that will not allow water spots | Reformulation of query 3 (words overlapping: paint) |
| 4: Ceiling problems    | Reformulation of query 4 (words overlapping: ceiling) |
| 5: Water repellent ceiling | Reformulation of query 5 (words overlapping: ceiling) |
| 6: No water stain ceiling | Reformulation of query 6 (words overlapping: water ceiling) |
| 7: No water stain ceiling | Reformulation of query 7 (words overlapping: no water ceiling) |

However, we do believe that our more fine-grained approach is valuable in understanding user queries. In future research we will (1) make the query transition classification more informative by taking into account the semantic relatedness between subsequent queries; (2) investigate human agreement on the classification of query transitions into search intent (human agreement is a good proxy for the complexity of the problem for automatic analysis); (3) conduct a user study in which we will ask search engine user to categorize their queries in retrospect. We expect that this will provide insights into the structure search sessions and the several types of query reformulations in relation to the underlying intents.
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ABSTRACT
IA-SELECT is a recently developed algorithm for increasing the diversity of a search result set by reordering an original document list based on manually generated clusters. In this paper we extend this approach to create a diversification framework in which arbitrary clustering methods can be used, and where the influence of clusters can be balanced against the original rank of documents. We study whether clusters that are automatically generated using probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) can compete with manually created clusters, and investigate how balancing the influence of clusters and original document rank affects diversity scores. As there are currently few datasets for evaluating diversification, we develop a new dataset, which is released with this paper. Our results show that diversification using PLSA can improve diversity, but that there is a large gap in performance between automatically and manually created clusters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As search engines struggle to return well-ranked and relevant information for ambiguous queries from large and growing sets of documents, interest in improving accuracy through alternative methods has increased [7]. One approach is to ensure that documents representing multiple topics, or aspects of a query are highly ranked, by reducing redundancy within the same topics. This can be measured by the diversity of a set of search results, which reflects that set’s coverage of multiple interpretations of a query.

We present a result diversification system that extends the recently developed IA-SELECT method [1]. IA-SELECT reorders documents based on manually created clusters reflecting different interpretations of a query. We create a diversification framework which can use arbitrary clustering methods, and where the influence of clusters is balanced against the original rank of documents.

We assume that the interpretations of a query contain documents that are conditionally independent given this interpretation, and can therefore be represented by a mixture of conditionally independent clusters. Additionally, in order to cope with ambiguity in query term meaning, we desire a model that can represent polysemy. These conditions justify our use of a conditionally independent latent class model, such as PLSA.

Because there are currently few datasets for evaluating diversification approaches, we contribute a new small scale dataset to complement the TREC ChuWeb09 dataset. It is created from a question answering corpus in which ideal clusters are given by human judges. We are releasing this dataset with our paper.

Our results show that while diversification using PLSA can improve diversity, there is a significant gap between the performance of automatically and manually created clusters. The best diversity scores were achieved with a non-linear function that weights a document’s original rank higher for highly ranked documents and places more importance on cluster structure at lower ranks.

2. RELATED WORK
Our result diversification system is a continuation of related research focusing on measuring the diversity of a list of search results and designing algorithms that optimize result order to increase diversity. The earliest diversity metric and algorithm formally explored is maximum marginal relevance (MMR), which maximizes a linear interpolation of the similarity between each document and the query, minus the similarity between that document and previously returned documents [2]. In [8] the authors apply MMR to subtopic retrieval and find that gains obtained by increasing the rank of novel documents are offset by the cost of increasing the rank of non-relevant documents, as is confirmed in our experiments. Both the original [2] and modified [8] MMR do not directly measure subtopic coverage and assume document novelty is independent from document relevance.

Clarke et al. [4] address the shortcomings of MMR by explicitly measuring subtopic retrieval. The summarization and question answering community defines information nuggets (or nuggets) as representations of facts, topicality, or any binary property of a document or information need. Clarke et al. assign nuggets to the query and its returned documents and define the probability that a document is relevant based on the intersection of its nuggets and the query’s nuggets. Based on nDCG, the authors define α-nDCG, which rewards novelty through a gain vector accounting for the relevant nuggets within a document.

1http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/Data/clueweb09/
2http://code.helioid.com/diversity/ and http://ilps.science.uva.nl/webclef_diversity
\(\alpha\text{-nDCG}\) unrealistically assumes all nuggets are equally relevant. Agrawal et al. [1] address this by defining intent aware (IA) metrics, which sum evaluation scores over categories, weighted by the probability of a category given a query. Categories are defined as locations in a taxonomy of information and user intents, for our purposes they can be seen as equivalent to nuggets. Agrawal et al. also present the IA-SELECT algorithm, which reordered results to maximize the likelihood that the top \(k\) results will cover all the query’s categories relative to their likelihood.

Dou et al. [5] present a more general algorithm which combines various subtopic indicators and further improves diversity scores. It is possible that greedy strategies exclude a relevant but rare nugget which co-occurs only in documents containing other nuggets already returned. To address this [3] assumes one “correct” interpretation of a query and returns documents covering all its facets (which are defined similarly to nuggets or categories).

3. APPROACH

Our diversification system performs three steps: (i) retrieval, (ii) clustering, and (iii) reordering. We use clusters generated from an initial ranked document list to ensure documents from different clusters are highly ranked and a single cluster is not overrepresented. A function of rank and cluster membership likelihood balances the importance of rank and cluster diversity. Clusters represent query interpretations and diversifying over clusters will diversify over interpretations.

We use a modified version of IA-SELECT to reorder documents [1]. Given the query \(q\), a category (nugget) \(c\), and a document \(d\), IA-SELECT builds a set of documents, labeled \(S\), which maximizes utility. Using a measure of document quality, \(V(d|q,c)\), and the conditional distribution over categories for the query and current \(S\), \(U(c|q,S)\), the algorithm calculates utility as:

\[
g(d|q,c,S) = \sum_{c \in C(d)} U(c|q,S) V(d|q,c)
\]

where \(C(d)\) is the set of categories for document \(d\). \(U(c|q,S)\) is initialized as \(P(c|q)\), defined below, and then at each iteration the algorithm adds the \(d\) with greatest utility and updates \(U(c|q,S)\). This allows us to approximate the \(S\) which maximizes utility.

Given a query, in step (i) our implementation uses the successful BM25 formula to create an ordered set of documents. To model each cluster as a possible interpretation of the query, we assume clusters are independent and that documents can belong to an arbitrary number of clusters. This motivates using PLSA to assign cluster membership probabilities to the top \(k\) documents in step (ii).

Using the cluster probabilities for the top \(k\) documents we calculate our initial conditional category distribution as:

\[
P(c|q) = \sum_{d \in D} p(c|d) \phi_{P\{\text{rank}(d,q,d)\}}
\]

where \(P(c|d)\) is the probability that document \(d\) is a member of cluster \(c\), \(\text{rank}(q,d)\) returns the rank of \(d\) for \(q\), and \(\phi_{P}\) determines the importance rank plays in calculating cluster to query relevance. Document quality is similarly calculated as:

\[
V(d|q,c) = p(c|d) \phi_{V\{\text{rank}(q,d)\}}
\]

where \(\phi_{P}\) is the importance of rank in calculating relevance. When \(\phi_{P}\) and \(\phi_{V}\) are constant rank is irrelevant, otherwise the greater their convexity the greater the influence of rank.

Using these definitions of document quality and conditional category distribution we perform step (iii) and reorder the top \(k\) documents. As opposed to IA-SELECT, we explicitly define the value and conditional category distributions in terms of rank and cluster membership probability. This allows us to adjust their influence to benefit the system’s goals, in our case, increased diversity scores.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

There are few standard information retrieval evaluation sets that can be used to evaluate diversification because most do not define ground truth categories for documents. In addition, many evaluation sets used in diversity research are either proprietary and unreleased, or are incompletely evaluated versions of question answering corpuses, and can be used only after preprocessing and result extrapolation. The recent CueWeb09 dataset provides a large diversification task. To complement this, we develop a smaller scale dataset based on the WebCLEF 2007 question answering corpus [6].

In this corpus, information nuggets are assigned to each document and defined by a set of passages taken directly from the document text. To convert this dataset into a retrieval task with subtopics we parse the assessments file, letting the topic of each question form the query and the answer nuggets form the query’s subtopics. We then search for the nuggets in the corpus’ documents to generate a subtopic document list.

We run experiments with the following settings. The baseline is generated by retrieving the top 200 documents using BM25 with \(k_1 = 1\) and \(b = 0.3\).

To test the influence of induced clusters, we apply PLSA to the top 20 and 200 returned results to create 20 subtopics, and then reorder with \(\phi_{P}(x) = 1 + \log(x)\) and \(\phi_{V}(x) = x\). After experimenting with different functions we found that these produce the best results by appropriately weighting the influence of rank and cluster membership. We evaluate our system using \(\alpha\text{-nDCG}\) and P-IA1, following [1, 4].

The results of our experiments are shown in Table 1. We see that reordering based on 20 documents has the best performance for \(\alpha\text{-nDCG}@5,10,20\) with scores of 0.151, 0.157, and 0.180 respectively. It is unable to beat the baseline for P-IA@10 but does so for P-IA@5,20 with scores of 0.055 and 0.049 respectively, where the P-IA@20 score is significant at the 0.001 level using a paired student’s t-test. Reordering based on 200 documents has the worst performance on all metrics.

Increasing the influence of rank by increasing the convexity of \(\phi_{P}\) increases diversity scores up to a point. In addition to the results displayed in Table 1, we tested \(\phi_{P}(x) = \{1, 1 + \log(x), x, x^2, x^3\}\). Excluding P-IA@10, \(\phi_{P}(x) = x^2\) produces the best scores. Ignoring rank, with a constant \(\phi_{V}(x) = 1\), produces the lowest scores in all runs except P-IA@60. Up to and including \(\phi_{P}(x) = x^2\), \(\alpha\text{-nDCG}\) scores increase as function convexity increases, but further increasing convexity decreases scores.

To determine how reordering with 20 results is able to improve on the baseline scores, we plot the \(\alpha\text{-nDCG}@5\) scores per query in Fig. 1. Considering individual queries, the reordered list produces better results by matching or im-
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proving over the baseline on most queries and substantially beating the baseline on a few queries (2 and 11). The algorithm takes a conservative approach and maximizes utility by reordering in cases where both document rank and subtopic relevance are high.

In order to measure the effect of the unequal distribution of subtopics per query, Fig. 1 also plots the number of subtopics in each query. The correlation between reordering performance and the number of subtopics is low, with a Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of subtopics and the baseline, rank2, and constant runs of 0.08, 0.03, and -0.17 respectively. This indicates that performance is not directly related to the number of subtopics in a query.

The IA measures have an undefined upper bound which is less than 1 unless there is a single perfect ordering for all subtopics [1]. In addition, if the best ordering relies on a document outside the top k reordered documents it will be impossible to achieve the maximum score. To estimate this upper bound we reorder based on the ground truth subtopics and assignments in the dataset. The results are labeled as QRELS and shown in the lower part of Table 1. Except for P-IA@20 these scores are substantially higher than either the baseline scores or those achieved when reordering using PLSA clusters. In this case, ignoring rank with constant \( \phi_c(x) = 1 \) gives the best scores and increasing the influence of rank decreases scores, the opposite of what occurs when using induced subtopics. This is expected if subtopics are more relevant to improving diversity than rank, and provides anecdotal evidence that these estimates may form a reasonable upper bound.

### 5. DISCUSSION

In our diversification system, changes in the importance of diversity are expressed by changing the influence of rank through the \( \phi_c \) function. We would expect the influence of document rank to be inversely correlated with the diversity of reordered results. However, this is not strictly the case as we achieve maximum diversity scores by balancing the influence of rank and relevance.

In an approach based on reordering results according to subtopics, the effectiveness of the system depends on generating subtopics aligned with those used by the scoring function. Putting significant emphasis on a document’s rank appears to be successful primarily due to the poor quality of induced clusters. Experiments generating an upper bound demonstrate that increasing cluster quality and decreasing rank’s influence correlate with higher diversity scores.

This is exemplified by results for the query “plastic tableware and the environment” (topic 26), in which the PLSA and QRELS orderings disagree for the second document returned. QRELS returns a document about restrictions on plastic products, fitting the nugget “restricted use of disposable plastic,” while PLSA returns a document listing various plastic products for sale, including biodegradable products. Although the document returned by PLSA does not fit any given subtopics it could arguably fit an appropriate subtopic, such as “environmentally friendly plastic products.” Here the diversity score is decreased by an understanding of the query’s subtopics that is discordant with the subtopics used in evaluation, although not necessarily incorrect.

Concerning the diversification algorithm, other variations in the influence of rank, i.e., \( \phi_c(x) = x^p \) for \( 1 < n < 3 \), may further improve scores. That increasing \( n \) — the influence of rank — eventually leads to decreasing scores shows that clusters provide valuable information about how to best reorder documents. A more effective strategy would bias towards the original ranking when doing so benefits diversity scores and away when it does not. Figure 1 presents the \( \alpha \text{-nDCG@5} \) score per query using a method that heavily weights rank, rank2 with \( \phi_c(x) = x^2 \), and a method that ignores rank, constant with \( \phi_c(x) = 1 \). Although the overall score of constant is much lower, on certain queries (2 and 16) it significantly outperforms the baseline and rank2. We suspect that constant performs well on these queries because the clusters generated for them closely match the known clusters.

In our PLSA 20 experiments, which reorder 20 documents using IA-SELECT with 20 PLSA topics, our implementation may reduce to a maximum likelihood estimator by assigning one document to each class, leading to equivalent class and document language models. Work remains to be done in testing that one document is indeed assigned to each class. In this case our implementation would be very similar to the original MMR algorithm and future work could investigate this connection and its implications for the usefulness of PLSA in search result diversification.

### 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The expansion of online documents and users has led to increases in the number of documents a query is applicable to and in the number of users using the same or similar queries to express different information needs. This, in turn, has led to an increase the number of valid yet differing ways in which we can interpret queries. A complementary challenge arises when different queries express similar information needs. This has also been exacerbated by increasing numbers of documents and users. Search result diversification methods address these challenges by satisfying users’ multifarious needs. Diversity research has moved beyond independent analysis of document novelty and relevance (as in MMR) to measuring a document’s contribution in relation to the additional information it provides.

In this paper we have shown that using PLSA to create

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>( \alpha \text{-nDCG@5} )</th>
<th>( \alpha \text{-nDCG@10} )</th>
<th>( \alpha \text{-nDCG@20} )</th>
<th>P-IA@5</th>
<th>P-IA@10</th>
<th>P-IA@20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLSA 20</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLSA 200</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRELS 20</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRELS 200</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
an external partition for reordering search results can improve diversity. The functioning of the reordering algorithm is sensitive to, and can be tuned through, changes in the influence of a document’s original rank. Decreasing the influence of rank puts more trust in the accuracy of induced clusters and vice versa.

Future work includes inducing clusters with alternative algorithms and adapting to specific queries. In our experiments we use a fixed number of clusters. This could be improved by changing the number of clusters relative to vocabulary cardinality or other heuristics. In addition, our results show that some queries greatly benefit from diversification while for others the original ranking performs better. Diversification could be applied selectively, for example based on measures developed for query performance prediction or topic models.
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ABSTRACT
For peer-to-peer web search engines it is important to keep the delay between receiving a query and providing search results within an acceptable range for the end user. How to achieve this remains an open challenge. One way to reduce delays is by caching search results for queries and allowing peers to access each others cache. In this paper we explore the limitations of search result caching in large-scale peer-to-peer information retrieval networks by simulating such networks with increasing levels of realism. We find that cache hit ratios of at least thirty-three percent are attainable.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In peer-to-peer information retrieval a network of peers provide a search service collaboratively. We define a peer as a computer system connected to the Internet. The term peer refers to the fact that in a peer-to-peer system all peers are considered equal and can both supply and consume resources. In a peer-to-peer network each additional peer adds extra processing capacity and bandwidth in contrast with typical client/server search systems where each additional client puts extra strain on the search server. When such a peer-to-peer network has good load balancing properties it can scale up to handle millions of simultaneous peers. However, the performance of such a network is strongly affected by how well it can deal with the constant and rapid joining and departing of peers which is called churn.

We study peer-to-peer information retrieval systems where the collection is split over the peers. Each peer contains a subset of all the documents in the collection, and thus also contains a partial index. Since presumably relevant search results can be located at any peer in the network it is often difficult to route a query to the right peer. This problem is commonly approached by using different network topologies and replication of index data. Indeed, query routing is a difficult problem in peer-to-peer information retrieval [4].

In this paper we explore search result caching as a technique that can be used to both perform load balancing and increase the availability of search results. Instead of forward push-based replication of an index, we use a pull-based caching approach [1]. We experiment with fifty times more peers than any existing scientific peer-to-peer experiments we know of.

We define the following research questions:
1. What fraction of queries can be potentially answered from a cache?
2. How can the cache hit distribution in a peer-to-peer network be characterised?
3. How does churn affect caching?

2. RELATED WORK
Markatos [5] analyses the effectiveness of caching search results for a centralised web search engine combined with a caching web accelerator. Their experiments suggest that one out of three queries submitted has already been submitted previously. They conclude that cache hit ratio’s between 25 to 75 percent are possible.

Skobeltsyn and Aberer [7] investigate how search result caching can be used in a peer-to-peer information retrieval network. When a peer issues a query it first looks in a distributed meta-index, kept in a distributed hash table, to see if there are peers with cached results for this query. If so, the results are obtained from one of those peers, but if no cached results exist, the query is broadcast through the entire network. The costs of this fallback are $O(n)$ for a network of $n$ peers. The authors further try to increase the performance of their system by using query subsumption: obtaining search results for subsets of the terms of the full query. They show that with subsumption cache hit rates of 98 percent are possible as opposed to 82 percent without. Interestingly, only 18 percent of the queries in the query log they use appear only once. Perhaps this is because their log is a Wikipedia trace as this is inconsistent with our findings.

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Introduction
Our experiments are intended to give insight into the maximum benefits that can be gained by caching. Each experiment has been repeated five times, averages are reported,
no differences between runs were observed that exceeded 0.5 percent. We assume that there are three types of peers: supplier peers that have their own locally searchable index, consumer peers that issue queries to the network, and mixed peers that have both an index and issue queries. We further assume that all peers in our network are willing to cooperate by caching search results. For query routing we introduce a party called the tracker which keeps track of which peer can answer what query. The usage of a tracker is inspired by BitTorrent [3]. However, in BitTorrent the tracker is used for locating a specific file: exact search, and not for searching to obtain a list of peers which have presumably relevant search results: approximate search. In reality the tracker can be implemented in various ways: as a central machine, as a group of high capacity machines in the network, as a distributed hash table or by fully replicating a global data index over all peers. In our experiments we make two important assumptions: firstly, that caches are unbounded in size, and secondly that cached results retain their validity: they need not be invalidated. When dropping either of these two assumptions, caching would become less effective.

3.2 Collection
To simulate a network of peers posing queries we use a large search engine query log [6]. This log consists of over twenty million queries of users recorded over a period of three months. Each unique user in the log is a distinct peer in our experiment. We made several adjustments to it to make our simulations more realistic. Firstly, some queries are censored and appear in the log as a single dash [2]: these were removed. Secondly, we removed results by one user in the log that poses an unusually high number of queries: likely some type of proxy. Furthermore, we assume that a search session lasts at most one hour. If the exact same query is recorded multiple times in this time window, they are assumed to be requests for subsequent search result pages and thus we use it only once in the simulation. Table 1 shows statistics regarding the log. While the log is sorted by numeric user identifier, for realistic simulation we play back the log in chronological order. We noticed that one day in the log, May 17th 2006, is truncated and does not contain data for the full day, but only for about half an hour after midnight. This has consequences for one of our experiments described later. For clarity: we do not use real search results for the queries in the log. In our experiments we make the assumption that specific subsets of peers have search results and obtain experimental results by counting hits only.

3.3 Centralised
Let us first consider the case where one supplier peer in the system is the only peer that can provide search results. This peer does not pose queries itself. This scenario provides a baseline which resembles a centralised search system. Calculating the query load on the peer-to-peer network is trivial in this case: all 21 million queries have to be answered by this single central supplier peer.

![Hit Distribution](image)

Figure 1: Distribution of hits when peers perform result caching ($N=651,647$ peers).

However, what if the search results provided by the central supplier peer can be cached by the consuming peers? In this scenario the tracker makes the assumption that all queries can initially be answered by the central supplier peer. However, when a consuming peer asks the tracker for advice for a particular query, this peer is registered at the tracker as caching results for that query. Subsequent requests for that same query are offloaded to caching peers by the tracker. When there are multiple possible caching peers for a query, one is selected randomly.

Figure 1 shows the number of search results provided by the origin central supplier peer and the summed number of hits on the caches at the consumer peers. It turns out that results for about half of the queries need to be given by the supplier at least once. The other half can be served from the caches of the other peers. Since the maximum achievable cache hit ratio is approximately 0.5, caching can reduce the load on a central peer by about 50 percent. Caching becomes more effective as more queries flow through the system. This is due to the effect that there are increasingly more repeated queries and less unique queries. So, you always see slightly fewer new queries than queries you have already seen as the number of queries increases.

How many results can a peer serve from its local cache and for how many does it have to consult caches at other peers? The local cache hit ratio climbs from around 22 percent for several thousand queries to 39 percent for all 21 million queries. So, the majority of cache hits is on external peers (between 61 and 78 percent). Let us take a closer look at those external hits. We define a peer’s share ratio as follows:

$$shareratio = \#cachehits/\#queries$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $cachehits$ is the number of external hits on a peer’s cache, meaning: all cache hits that are not queries posed by the peer itself. $queries$ is the number of queries issued by the peer. A $shareratio$ of 0 means that a peer’s cache is never used for answering external queries, between 0 and 1 means that a peer is sending more queries than it answers, and a ratio above 1 indicates that a peer is actually serving results for more queries than it sends.

Figure 2 shows that about 20 percent of peers does not share anything at all. It turns out that the majority of peers, 68 percent, at least serve results for some queries, whereas only 12 percent, about 80,000 peers, serve results for more queries than they issue.
3.4 Decentralised

Now that we have shown the effectiveness of caching for offloading one central peer, we make the scenario more realistic. Instead of a central peer we introduce $n$ peers that are both suppliers and consumer at the same time. These mixed peers are chosen at random. They serve search results, pose queries and also participate in caching. The remaining peers are merely consumers that can only cache results.

The central hits in the previous sections become hits per supplier in this scenario. How does the distribution of search results affect the external cache hit ratios of the supplier peers? We examine two distribution cases:

1. For each query there is always only exactly one supplier with unique relevant search results.

2. The number of supplier peers that have relevant search results for a query depends on the query popularity. There is always at least one supplier for a query, but the more popular a query the more suppliers there are (up to all $n$ suppliers for very popular queries).

For simplicity we assume in both cases that there is only one set of search results per query. In the first case this set is present at exactly one supplier peer. However, the second case is more complicated: among the mixed peers we distribute the search results by considering each peer as a bin covering a range in the query frequency histogram. We assume that for each query there is at least one peer with relevant results. However, if a query is more frequent it can be answered by more mixed peers. The most frequent queries can be served by all $n$ supplier peers. The distribution of search results is, like the queries themselves, zipf over the mixed peers. We believe that this is realistic, since popular queries on the Internet tend to have many search results as well.

In this case the random choice is between a variable number $m$ of $n$ suppliers that supply search results for a given query. Thus, when the tracker receives a query for which there are multiple possible peers with results it chooses one randomly.

We performed two experiments to examine the influence on query load. The first is based on case 1, where there is always one supplier given an input query. The second is based on case 2 where the number of suppliers varies per query. For case 2 we first used the query log to determine the popularity of queries and then used this to generate the initial distribution of search results over the suppliers. This distribution is performed by randomly assigning the search results to a fraction of the suppliers depending on the query popularity. Since normally the query popularity can only be approximated, the results represent an ideal outcome.

![Figure 2: Observed share ratios ($N=651,647$ peers).](image)

### Table 2: Original search results and cache hits (21,082,980 queries; 651,647 peers of which 10,000 are suppliers). All suppliers operate in mixed mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suppliers (origin)</td>
<td>11,599,060</td>
<td>12,110,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers internal (caches)</td>
<td>3,682,995</td>
<td>3,930,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers external (caches)</td>
<td>5,800,925</td>
<td>5,042,363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3: Supplier external hit distributions ($N=651,647$ peers, $n=10,000$ suppliers).](image)

We used $n=10,000$ supplier peers in a network of 651,647 peers in total (about 1.53 percent). This mimics the Internet which has a small number of websites compared to a very large number of surfing clients.

Figure 3 and Table 2 show the results. The number of original search results provided by the suppliers is about five percent higher than in the central peer scenario. This is the combined effect of no explicit offloading of the supplier peers by the tracker, and participation of the suppliers in caching for other queries. In the second case there is slightly more load on the supplier peers than in the first case: 57 percent versus 55 percent. The hit distribution in Figure 3 is similar even though the underlying assumptions are different. About 87 percent of peers answer within 1000 and 1500 queries. A very small number of peers answers up to about five times that many queries. Differences are found near the low end, which seems somewhat more spread in the first than in the second case. Nevertheless, all these differences are relatively small. The distribution follows a wave-like pattern with increasingly smaller peaks: near 1300, 2500, 3700 and 4900. The cause of this is unknown.

### 3.5 Churn

The experiments thus far have shown the maximum improvements that are attainable with caching. In this section we add one more level of realism: we no longer assume that peers are on-line infinitely. We base this experiment on case 1 above where the search results are uniformly distributed over the suppliers. The query log contains timestamps and we assume that if a specific user has not issued a query for some period of time, that his session has ended and its cache is temporarily no longer available. If the same user issues a query later on (comes back on-line), its cache becomes available again. This simulates churn in a peer-to-peer network.
where peers join and depart from the network. All peers, including supplier peers, are subject to churn. For bootstrapping: if there are no suppliers on-line at all, an off-line one is randomly chosen to provide search results.

Assuming that all peers are on-line for a fixed amount of time is unrealistic. Stutzbach and Rejaie [8] show that download session lengths, post-download lingering time and the total up-time of peers in peer-to-peer file sharing networks are best modelled by using Weibull distributions. However, our scenario differs from file sharing. An information retrieval session does not end when a search result has been obtained, rather it spans multiple queries over some length of time. Even when a search session ends, the machine itself is usually not immediately turned off or disconnected from the Internet. This leads us to two important factors for estimating how long peers remain joined to the network. Firstly, there should be some reasonable minimum that covers at least a browsing session. Secondly, up-time should be used rather than ‘download’ session length. As soon as a peer issues its first query we calculate the remaining up-time of that peer in seconds as follows:

\[
\text{remaining up-time} = 900 + (3600 \cdot w)
\]  

(2)

where \(w\) is a random number drawn from a Weibull distribution with \(\lambda = 2\) and \(k = 1\). The \(w\) parameter is usually near 0 and very rarely near 10. The up-time thus spans from at least 15 minutes to at most about 80 hours. About 20 percent of the peers is on-line for longer than one day. This mimics the distribution of up-times as reported in [8].

Figure 4 shows the results: the number of origin search results served by suppliers as well as the number of internal and external hits on the caches of consumer peers. We see that the number of supplier hits increases to over 12.75 million: over 1.16 million more compared to the situation with no churn. The majority of this increase can be attributed to a decrease in the number of internal cache hits. The dotted cloud shows the size of the peer-to-peer network on the right axis: this is the number of peers that is on-line simultaneously. We can see that this varies somewhere between about 30,000 and 80,000 peers. There is a dip in the graph caused by the earlier described log truncation.

4. CONCLUSION

We conducted several experiments that simulate a large-scale peer-to-peer information retrieval network. Our research questions can be answered as follows:

1. At least 50 percent of the queries can be answered from search result caches in a centralised scenario. This drops to 45 percent for the decentralised case.
2. Share ratios are skewed which suggests that additional mechanisms are needed for cache load balancing.
3. Introducing churn into a peer-to-peer network reduces the maximum cache hits by 12 percent to 33 percent.

We have shown the potential of caching under increasingly realistic conditions. Caching search results significantly off-loads the origin suppliers that provide search results under all considered scenarios. This could be even further improved by applying query subsumption, term re-ordering and stemming. These techniques may decrease the quality of the search results, but also offer more effective usage of caches. This is needed when extra layers of realism are added to the experiments by working with individual search result sets instead of result sets, by experimenting with finite size caches, and by invalidating cached results over time. It would be useful to experiment with a combination of caching and replication. Finally, much work remains to be done in peer-to-peer information retrieval, especially in investigating the properties that hold in large-scale simulations.
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ABSTRACT

Related entity finding is the task of returning a ranked list of home
pages of relevant entities of a specified type that need to engage in
given relationship with a given source entity. We propose a
framework for addressing this task and perform a detailed analysis
of four core components; co-occurrence models, type filtering,
context modeling, and homepage finding. Results show that pure
co-occurrence is useful to select initial candidates, that type filter-
ing is an instrument for tuning towards either recall or precision,
and that context models successfully promote entities engaged in
the right relationship with the source entity. Our method achieves very
high recall scores on the end-to-end task and is able to incorporate
additional heuristics that lead to state-of-the-art performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.3 Information Search
and Retrieval

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance

Keywords
Entity search, Language modeling, Wikipedia

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, increasing attention has been devoted to re-
trieval technology aimed at identifying entities relevant to an infor-
mation need. The TREC 2009 Entity track introduced the related
entity finding (REF) task: given a source entity, a relation and a tar-
get type, identify homepages of target entities that enjoy the spec-
ified relation with the source entity and that satisfy the target type
constraint [1]. E.g., for a source entity ("Michael Schumacher"), a
relation ("His teammates while he was racing in Formula 1") and
a target type ("people") return entities such as "Eddie Irvine" and
"Felipe Massa." To address the REF task we consider an entity

finding system architecture as shown in Fig. 1. The first compo-
nent is a co-occurrence-based model that selects candidate entities.
While a co-occurrence-based model can be effective in identifying
the potential set of related entities, it fails to rank them effectively.
Our failure analysis reveals two types of error that affect precision:
(1) entities of the wrong type pollute the ranking and (2) entities are
retrieved that are associated with the source entity without engag-
ing in the right relation with it. To address (1), we add type filtering
based on category information in Wikipedia. To correct for (2), we
complement the pipeline with contextual information, represented
as statistical language models derived from documents in which the
source and target entities co-occur.

2. APPROACH

The goal of the REF task is to return a ranked list of relevant en-
tities \(e\) for a query consisting of a source entity \(E\), target type \(T\)
and a relation \(R\) [1]. We formalize REF as the task of estimating
the probability \(P(e|E, T, R)\). As this probability is difficult to esti-
mate directly we apply Bayes’ Theorem and rewrite \(P(e|E, T, R)\).
After dropping the denominator as it does not influence the rank-
ing of entities, we derive the following ranking formula:

\[
P(E, T, R|e) \cdot P(e) 
\propto P(E, R|e) \cdot P(T|e) \cdot P(e) 
= P(E, R, e) \cdot P(T|e) = P(R|E, e) \cdot P(E, e) \cdot P(T|e) 
\text{rank}\ P(R|E, e) \cdot P(e|E) \cdot P(T|e)
\]

In (1) we assume that type \(T\) is independent of source entity \(E\)
and relation \(R\). We rewrite \(P(E, R|e)\) to \(P(R|E, e)\) so that it ex-
presses the probability that \(R\) is generated by two (co-occurring)
entities \(e\) and \(E\). Finally, we rewrite \(P(E, e)\) to \(P(e|E) \cdot P(E)\)
drop \(P(E)\) as it is assumed uniform. We are left with the fol-
lowing components: (i) pure co-occurrence model \((P(e|E))\), (ii)
type filtering \((P(T|e))\) and (iii) contextual information \((P(R|E, e))\).

Co-Occurrence Modeling. The pure co-occurrence component
\((P(e|E))\) expresses the association between entities based on oc-
currences in documents, independent of context (i.e., document
content). To express the strength of co-occurrence between \(e\) and
We use a function $\text{coocc}(e, E)$ and estimate $P(e | E)$ as follows:

$$P(e | E) = \frac{\text{coocc}(e, E)}{\sum_{e'} \text{coocc}(e', E)}$$

We consider two settings of $\text{coocc}(e, E)$: (i) as maximum likelihood estimate and (ii) $\chi^2$ hypothesis test [3].

**Type Filtering.** In order to perform type filtering we exploit category information available in Wikipedia. We map each of the target types ($T \in \{ \text{PER, ORG, PROD} \}$) to a set of Wikipedia categories ($\text{cat}(T)$) and create a similar mapping from entities to categories ($\text{cat}(e)$). The former is created manually, while the latter is granted to us in the form of page-category assignments in Wikipedia. Note that we only consider entities that have a Wikipedia page. With these two mappings we estimate $P(T | e)$ as follows:

$$P(T | e) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \text{cat}(e) \cap \text{cat}(T) \neq \emptyset \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

We expand the set of categories assigned to each target entity type $T$, hence write $\text{cat}(T)$, where $L_o$ is the chosen level of expansion and a parameter to be determined empirically.

**Adding Context.** The $P(R | E, e)$ component is the probability that a relation is generated from ("observable in") the context of a source and candidate entity pair. We represent the relation between a pair of entities by a co-occurrence language model ($\theta_{L_o}$), a distribution over terms taken from documents in which the source and candidate entities co-occur. By assuming independence between the terms in the relation $R$ we arrive at the following estimation:

$$P(R | E, e) = \prod_{t \in R} P(t | \theta_{L_o}),$$

where $n(t, R)$ is the number of times $t$ occurs in $R$. To estimate the co-occurrence language model $\theta_{L_o}$, we aggregate term probabilities from documents in which the two entities co-occur:

$$P(t | \theta_{L_o}) = \frac{1}{|D_{L_o}|} \sum_{d \in D_{L_o}} P(t | \theta_d),$$

where $D_{L_o}$ denotes the set of documents in which $E$ and $e$ co-occur and $|D_{L_o}|$ is the number of these documents. $P(t | \theta_d)$ is the probability of term $t$ within the language model of document $d$:

$$P(t | \theta_d) = \frac{n(t, d) + \mu \cdot P(t)}{\sum_{n(t', d)} n(t', d) + \mu},$$

where $n(t, d)$ is the number of times $t$ appears in document $d$, $P(t)$ is the collection language model, and $\mu$ is the Dirichlet smoothing parameter, set to the average document length in the collection.

**Homepage Finding.** To gather possible homepage URLs we get the external links on an entity’s Wikipedia page and submit the entity name as a query to an index of a large web crawl collecting URLs of the top relevant documents. We then rank the URLs through a linear combination of their retrieval score and a score proportional to a URL’s rank among the external links, with equal weights to both components.

### 3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Our document collection is the ClueWeb09 Category B subset [2]. Named entity recognition is difficult to realize on a data set the size of ClueWeb. Instead we use Wikipedia as a repository of known entities. For our estimations we use the entity names as queries to an index of this collection to obtain co-occurrence counts. We perform two types of evaluation: first, on the intermediate components by comparing the entity strings to a ground truth established by extracting all primary Wikipedia pages from the TREC 2009 Entity qrels. Our second type of evaluation, is the end-to-end evaluation on the original TREC REF task. Specifically, we use R-Precision (R-prec), where R is the number of relevant entities for a topic, and recall at rank 100 (R@100). We also report on the metrics used at the TREC 2009 Entity track: R@10, nDCG@R, and the number of primary homepages retrieved (npi). We forego significance testing as the minimal number of topics (25) recommended is not available. Table 1 shows the results when ranking without (left half) and with (right half) context; type filtering is always applied, optimized either for precision (top half) or recall (bottom half). The left half of the table shows R-precision and R@100 of the pure co-occurrence model including type filtering. We find that of the two estimators for the pure co-occurrence component $\chi^2$ performs best in terms of precision and that MLE performs best in terms of recall. Comparing the top half with the bottom half of the table we find that the type filtering component can be used to increase either precision or recall. The highest recall is obtained by using MLE and level 6 category expansion. The right half of Table 1 shows results for the context dependent model. In both cases (optimized for precision/recall), R-precision and R@100 are improved further.

To the end to end evaluation when optimized for precision (P@10=0.2100, nDCG@R=1.198) we improve substantially over the median results achieved at TREC 2009 (P@10=0.1030, nDCG@R=0.0650). When optimized for recall our model surpasses the top performing team in terms of the number of primary homepages retrieved (npi: 171 vs. 137, out of 396). We use this as a starting point for improving precision of our model by adding additional heuristics: (i) improved type filtering by utilizing high quality type definitions in the DBpedia ontology and (ii) co-occurrence based on anchor text. Anchor based co-occurrence emphasizes candidate entities that occur on the Wikipedia page of the source entity as anchor text or vice-versa. We find that with these additional heuristics our model (P@10=0.3000, nDCG@R=0.1562) achieves performance comparable to the median of the top 3 at TREC (P@10=0.3100, nDCG@R=0.1689) in terms of precision, while maintaining exceptionally high recall scores (npi=174/396).
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ABSTRACT
Result diversification is a retrieval strategy for dealing with ambiguous or multi-faceted queries by providing documents that cover as many potential facets of the query as possible. We propose a result diversification framework based on query-specific clustering and cluster ranking, in which diversification is restricted to documents belonging to a set of clusters that potentially contain a high percentage of relevant documents. Empirical results on the TREC 2009 Web track test collection show that the proposed framework improves the performance of several existing diversification methods, including MMR, IA-select, and FM-LDA. The framework also gives rise to a simple yet effective cluster-based approach to result diversification that selects documents from different clusters to be included in a ranked list in a round robin fashion.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval; H.3.4 Systems and Software

General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords: Result diversification, Query-specific clustering

1. INTRODUCTION
Queries submitted to web search engines are often ambiguous or multi-faceted in the sense that they have multiple interpretations or sub-topics. One retrieval strategy that attempts to cater for multiple interpretations of such a query is to diversify the search results. Without explicit or implicit user feedback or history, the retrieval system makes an educated guess as to the possible facets of the query and presents as diverse a result list as possible by including documents pertaining to different facets of the query within the top ranked documents.

Following the Cluster Hypothesis [6], query-specific cluster-based retrieval is the idea of clustering retrieval results for a given query, which was shown to improve retrieval effectiveness if one can place documents from high quality clusters (in which a relatively large fraction of documents is relevant) at the top of the ranked list [5]. In this paper, we consider a ranking approach based on query-specific cluster-based retrieval in the context of result diversification. Specifically, we propose to rank and select a set of high quality clusters and then apply diversification only to the documents within these clusters. We posit that such a strategy should lead to improved results as measured in terms of both relevance and diversification to its only diversifies documents that are likely to be relevant.

2. METHOD
The overall goal of our approach is to rank query-specific clusters with respect to their relevance to the query and to limit the diversification process to documents contained in the top ranked clusters only, in order to improve the effectiveness of diversification as measured in terms of both relevance and diversity.

For a query $q$ and a ranked list of top $n$ documents $D^q_n$ retrieved in response to $q$, we cluster $D^q_n$ into $K$ clusters. Assume that we have a ranking method $\text{cRanker}()$ that ranks clusters with respect to their relevance to a query and a diversification method $\text{Div}()$ that diversifies a given ranked list of documents. We propose the following procedure for diversification. The input of the procedure is the output of $\text{cRanker}$, that is, a ranked set of clusters $RC = c_1, \ldots, c_k$, and the documents contained in each cluster, $D^q_{c_i}$. A free parameter $T$ is used to indicate the number of top ranked clusters to be selected for diversification. Furthermore, $\text{dRanker}()$ is assumed to be a document ranker that ranks documents according to certain criteria, for example, ranking documents in descending order of their retrieval scores. The diversification procedure first applies $\text{Div}()$ to the documents assigned to the top $T$ ranked clusters; documents assigned to clusters ranked below the top $T$ are ranked by $\text{dRanker}()$ and appended to the ranked list of documents obtained from the top $T$ clusters.

Clustering. We use latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2] to cluster the initial retrieved ranked list. First, we train the topic models over $D^q_n$ with a pre-fixed number of $K$ clusters (or latent topics). A document $d$ is then assigned to a cluster $c^*$ such that

$$c^* = \arg \max_{c} p(c|d),$$

where $p(c|d)$ is estimated using the LDA model.

Diversification. For $\text{Div}()$ we consider the following three diversification methods: Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [3], Facet Model with LDA (FM-LDA) [4], and Intent Aware select (IA-select) [1]. In addition, we propose a cluster-based approach referred to as Round-Robin (RR). For this, we first rank the clusters according to their relevance of the clusters to the query. Then, documents within each cluster are ranked in the order of their original retrieved scores and, finally, we select documents belonging to different clusters in a round robin fashion.

Cluster ranking. For simplicity, we only discuss two ways to rank clusters that are necessary for investigating the effectiveness of our proposed framework for result diversification: query likelihood and oracle. For an input query, the query likelihood ranker ranks the clusters in descending order of the probability $p(c|q)$, which is inferred from the LDA model as described above. In other words, the clusters are ranked according to their likelihood given the query. Presumably, if a cluster has a high probability to generate a query, the documents contained in this cluster are more likely to be relevant to the query. Hence, the cluster is more likely to contain
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relevant documents. The oracle ranker, on the other hand, ranks the clusters using information from explicit relevance judgments. Here, the probabilities \( p(c|q) \) are estimated using the judgments of retrieved documents in \( D_q^c \), computed as

\[
p(c|q) = \frac{|D_q^c \cap D_q^k|}{|D_q^c|}
\]

(2)

where \( D_q^c \) are the documents judged to be relevant. That is, we rank clusters according to the number of relevant documents contained in them, normalized by the size of the cluster.

**Determining the cut-off \( T \).** Automatically determining the optimal cut-off \( T \) is non-trivial. We typically do not have sufficiently many test queries to learn the optimal value of \( T \), hence we apply leave-one-out cross-validation to find the optimal value of \( T \) for each query. Specifically, we optimize \( T \) over a set of training queries for a given \( K \) and a given diversification method for a given evaluation metric by exhaustive search, i.e., over all possible values of \( T = 1, \ldots, K \). Then we apply the learned \( T \) on the test query.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We apply our proposed diversification framework on the TREC 2009 Web track ctab test collection. We use the Markov Random Field model (MRF) [7] to generate the initial ranked list and set \( n = 1000 \). We then conduct the LDA clustering on the initial ranked list, setting \( K = 10, 30, \) and 50.

Figure 1 shows the trends of the performance of each diversification method with cluster ranking (cMMR, cFM-LDA, cIA-select and cRR) across values of \( T \), the number of top-ranked clusters whose documents are used for diversification. For each method, when \( T = K \), diversification with cluster ranking is equivalent to diversifying the complete list of initially retrieved documents. Here, we only show the results measured using \( \alpha \)-NDCG@10 and IA-P@10; a similar trend can be observed for \( \alpha \)-NDCG@X and IA-P@X, for \( X = 5 \) and 20. We observe that with both the query likelihood and the oracle cluster ranker, diversification performance is hardly influenced by selecting all clusters, i.e., by diversifying the complete ranked list of documents. Also, for each method there is an optimal value of \( T \) that maximizes the performance of the method, the value of which is smaller than the total number of clusters, i.e., for which the optimal value of \( T \) satisfies \( T < K \).

If we compare the query likelihood ranker to the oracle cluster ranker, we see that the retrieval performance fluctuates a lot as \( T \) increases in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), that is, with many local maxima, while in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d), the performance curves are relatively smooth: they remain the same or decrease once an initial maximum has been reached. This implies that, with a near perfect ranking of clusters, we can find the global optimal \( T \) by simply adding documents belonging to a cluster ranked next, until the performance starts to decrease. On top of that, we clearly see that optimal results are achieved by selecting a small number of top ranked clusters.

Table 1 compares diversification with cluster ranking against diversifying the complete list of retrieved documents. cX indicates a significant difference given by a paired t-test with \( p \)-value<0.05.
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ABSTRACT
Automated ways of analyzing sentiment in Web data are becoming more and more urgent as virtual utterances of opinions or sentiment are becoming increasingly abundant on the Web. The role of negation in sentiment analysis has been explored only to a limited extent until now. In this paper, we investigate the impact of accounting for negation in sentiment analysis. To this end, we utilize a basic sentiment analysis framework – consisting of a wordbank creation part and a document scoring part – taking into account negation. Our experimental results show that by accounting for negation, precision relative to human ratings increases with 1.17%. On a subset of selected documents containing negated words, precision increases with 2.23%.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, utterances of opinions or sentiment have become increasingly abundant on the Web through messages on Twitter, online customer reviews, etcetera. The information contained in this ever-growing data source is invaluable to key decision makers, e.g., those making decisions related to politics, reputation management, or marketing. An understanding of what is going on in their particular markets is crucial for decision makers, yet the analysis of sentiment in an overwhelming amount of data is far from trivial.

Sentiment analysis aims to determine the attitude, evaluation, or emotions of the author with respect to the subject of a text. This may involve word sentiment scoring (i.e., learning the sentiment scores of single words), subject/aspect relevance filtering (i.e., determining the subject and/or aspect a sentiment carrying word is relevant to), subjectivity analysis (i.e., determining whether a sentence is subjective or objective), or sentiment amplification and negation (i.e., modifying sentiment strength on amplifying words and reversing sentiment scores on negated words). The impact of taking into account negation in sentiment analysis has not been demonstrated yet. Therefore, we present our first steps towards insight in the impact of negation on sentiment analysis. A more elaborate analysis may be found in an extended version of this work [2].

2. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Most approaches to sentiment analysis (i.e., classification) of documents essentially adhere to more or less similar frameworks consisting of creating a list of words and their associated sentiment from a training corpus and a subsequent method for scoring documents. An example of such a framework is the basic framework proposed by Cesarino et al. [1], who provide two word scoring algorithms based on supervised learning and three sentence-level document scoring algorithms with topic relevance filtering. Despite adhering to similar frameworks, document sentiment analysis approaches have several characteristic features distinguishing them from one another.

Sentiment may be scored on document level, sentence level, or window level. In this process, most approaches rely on a wordbank, typically containing per-word sentiment scores. Creation methods include supervised learning on a set of manually rated documents, learning through related word expansion, completely manual creation, or a combination of these methods. In matching words in a text with words in a wordbank, some approaches as lemmatization are designed to cope with syntactical variations. Part-of-speech tagging is also considered to be helpful in sentiment analysis, as it may help algorithms to, for example, distinguish sentiment-carrying words like adjectives or adverbs. Additionally, some algorithms attempt to identify subjective phrases or phrases relevant to the topic considered in order to boost sentiment analysis performance. Other helpful techniques include taking into account amplification or negation of sentiment carrying words. The role of negations has however been explored only to a limited extent until now. Therefore, we propose to shed some light onto the impact of accounting for negation in sentiment analysis.

3. SENTIMENT NEGATION
In order to assess the impact of sentiment negation, we propose a very simple sentiment analysis framework, consisting of wordbank creation and subsequent lexicon-based document scoring. Both parts have optional support for sentiment negation. We classify a document as either positive (1), neutral (0), or negative (-1). The score range of individual words is [−1, 1]. We focus on adjectives.

The first part of our framework facilitates wordbank creation, involving scoring sentiment of individual words (adjectives) w in a training corpus \(D_{\text{train}}\). Our word scoring function is based on a pseudo-expected value function \([1]\). The sentiment score of any adjective \(w\), \(\text{score}(w)\), is based on its total relative influence on the sentiment over all documents \(d \in D_n\), where \(D_n \subseteq D\), with each document containing \(w\):
Our software then scores documents in accordance by scoring all adjectives in the training set with word scoring. The list of multiple occurrences of an adjective are not allowed. The following document scoring function:

\[
\text{score}(w) = \frac{\sum_{d \in D_w} \text{score}(d) \times \text{inf}(w, d, \neg g)}{|D_w|},
\]

where \(\text{score}(d)\) is a document \(d\)’s manually assigned score, \(|D_w|\) is the number of documents in \(D_w\), and \(\text{inf}(w, d, \neg g)\) is the relative influence of an adjective \(w\) in document \(d\), with \(\neg g\) indicating whether to account for negation or not. This influence is calculated as the count \(\text{freq}(w, d, \neg g)\) of \(w\) in \(d\) in terms of the total frequency \(\sum_{w' \in d} \text{freq}(w', d, \neg g)\) of all sentiment carrying words \(w'\) in \(d\):

\[
\text{inf}(w, d, \neg g) = \frac{\text{freq}(w, d, \neg g)}{\sum_{w' \in d} \text{freq}(w', d, \neg g)}.
\]

In order to support negation in our framework, we use a variation of Hu and Liu’s method [3] of negation. We first focus on a one-word scope for negation words in an attempt to tease out the effects of accounting for even the simplest forms of negation, as opposed to not accounting for negation at all. We only handle negation words that precede a sentiment word, as larger distances might cause noise in our results due to erroneously negated words. Support for negation is considered in the frequency computations by subtracting the number of negated occurrences of word \(w\) or \(w'\) in \(d\) from the number of non-negated occurrences of \(w\) or \(w'\) in \(d\). In the second part of our framework, the score \(\text{eval}(d)\) of a document \(d\) containing \(n\) adjectives \(\{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\}\) is simply computed as the sum of the scores of the individual adjectives (the same adjective can appear multiple times), as determined using (1) and (2). In case negation is accounted for, we propose to use the following document scoring function:

\[
\text{eval}(d) = \sum_{w \in d} (-1)^{\neg g(w, d)} \times \text{score}(w),
\]

where \(\neg g(w, d)\) is a Boolean indicating whether the \(i\)th adjective in \(w\) is negated in \(d\) (1) or not (0). Using (3), the classification \(\text{class}(d)\) of a document \(d\) can finally be determined as follows:

\[
\text{class}(d) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \text{eval}(d) > 0.002, \\
0 & \text{if } -0.021 \leq \text{eval}(d) \leq 0.002, \\
-1 & \text{if } \text{eval}(d) < -0.021,
\end{cases}
\]

where the thresholds have been optimized through hill-climbing.

4. EVALUATION

We have implemented our framework in C#, combined with a Microsoft SQL Server database. We have used a corpus of 13,628 human-rated Dutch documents on 40 different topics. Sentiment in these documents is classified as positive, negative, or neutral. In order to be able to assess the impact of negation, we have implemented two versions of our framework. The first version has no support for negation, whereas the second version supports negation both in the wordbank creation and in the document scoring part. Our framework only handles adjectives for sentiment analysis and uses the Teezir part-of-speech tagger (based on OpenNLP and trained on Dutch corpora) to identify adjectives in the corpus.

We have used 60% of our documents for training and 40% for testing. The training set was used to create wordbanks and to determine the best threshold level for document classification. Our software first retrieves all adjectives from the training corpus, where multiple occurrences of an adjective are not allowed. The list of adjectives thus extracted is subsequently used for creating a wordbank, by scoring all adjectives in the training set with word scoring function (1). Our software then scores documents in accordance with document scoring functions (3) and (4).

In order to evaluate the human judgements, we manually rated documents in our corpus for sentiment. As manually rating documents for sentiment is a laborious activity, we have decided to use a random sample of 224 documents in this process. We observed 56% strong agreement and 99% weak agreement between our judgement and the human annotations, where strong agreement means an exact match and weak agreement means that one rating is positive or negative, whereas the other is neutral. Most discrepancies between ratings can be explained by interpretation differences. It is for instance difficult for humans to pick up on subtle cases of sentiment, which can be expressed in irony and tone. The interpretation of such subtle uses of sentiment can differ from person to person. The two observed cases of strong disagreement are due to misinterpretation of the text.

We have evaluated the performance of our framework against human ratings in two set-ups: one with support for negation and one without support for negation. Precision improves with 1.17% from 70.41% without taking into account negation to 71.23% when accounting for negation. This improvement is even more evident when our framework is applied to a subset of the corpus, where each document contains negated words (not necessarily adjectives). On this subset of the corpus, precision increases with 2.23% from 69.44% without accounting for negation to 70.98% when taking into account negation. These results are notable given that only 0.85% of the sentences in the original corpus contain negations.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The main contribution of this paper lies in our reported endeavors of shedding some light onto the impact of accounting for negation in sentiment analysis. Our experiments with a basic sentiment analysis framework show that a relatively straightforward approach to accounting for negation already helps to increase precision. On a subset of selected documents containing negated words, precision increases somewhat more; a notable result if we consider the fact that negation is sparsely used in our data set.

Nevertheless, it appears to be worthwhile to investigate the effects of optimizing the scope of influence of negation words in order to obtain more detailed insights in the impact of negation in sentiment analysis. We also want to experiment with other types of words in our wordbank (e.g., adverbs, possibly combined with adjectives). Finally, we plan to consider various degrees of negation.
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ABSTRACT
Expertise seeking research studies how people search for expertise and choose whom to contact in the context of a specific task. An important outcome are models that identify factors that influence expert finding. Expertise retrieval addresses the same problem, expert finding, but from a system-centered perspective. The main focus has been on developing content-based algorithms similar to document search. These algorithms identify matching experts primarily on the basis of the textual content of documents experts are associated with. Other factors, such as the ones identified by expertise seeking models, are rarely taken into account.

In this paper we extend content-based expert finding approaches with contextual factors that have been found to influence human expert finding. We focus on a task of science communicators in a knowledge-intensive environment, the task of finding similar experts, given an example expert. Our approach combines expertise seeking and retrieval research. First, we conduct a user study to identify contextual factors that may play a role in the studied task and environment. Then we design expert retrieval models to capture these factors. We combine these with content-based retrieval models and evaluate them in a retrieval experiment.

Our main finding is that, while content-based features are the most important, human subjects also take contextual factors into account, for example media experience and organizational structure. We develop two principled ways of modeling the identified factors and integrate them with content-based retrieval models. Our experiments show that models combining content-based and contextual factors can significantly outperform existing content-based models.

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing amount of information available is making the need to critically assess information more important. The burden of credibility assessment and quality control is partly shifting onto individual information seekers, but such tasks can be difficult. In cases where the credibility of information has to meet high standards [8]. Against this background, expert finding is a particularly relevant task: identifying and selecting individuals with specific expertise, for example to help with a task or solve a problem.

The goal of expertise retrieval is to support search for experts using information retrieval technology. Following the experimen-

\textsuperscript{*}The full version of this paper has appeared in [6].

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
similar to a prior probability. The intuition between the first model is that candidates with similar characteristics to the given target expert would be likely to be recommended. The intuition behind the second model is that there may be certain characteristics that make a candidate to be more likely to be recommended, independent of the target expert. In our experiments, we evaluate our contextual retrieval models against a baseline consisting of the optimal combination of content-based retrieval models.

3. FINDINGS

Our first goal was to identify contextual factors that play a role in the task of finding similar experts in response to media requests for expertise. We find that, while topic of knowledge appears to be the most important factor in the studied setting, contextual factors play a role as well, such as position and contacts. In addition to these factors that had been identified in previous studies, we were able to identify two new factors that played a role, namely organizational structure and media experience.

The individual contextual factors that appear to have the most impact are media experience, organizational structure, and position. This finding suggests that there may be a strong task-specific component to the contextual factors that play a role in finding similar experts, and possibly in other retrieval tasks as well. In future work, it would be interesting to perform similar studies of contextual factors in information seeking tasks in other settings. Based on findings from several such studies it may be possible to develop more general models of how tasks relate to other factors, and how these relations influence people’s relevance decisions.

Our second research question was how to model contextual factors and integrate them with existing retrieval models. To this end, we explored modeling factors as input-dependent, similar to content-based similarity methods, and as input-independent, similar to a prior probability. We found that both types of models improved upon the baseline using content-based factors only. Overall, input-independent models led to better performance, except for the input-dependent model of organizational structure. Thus, the studied setting, it is important that a candidate expert is part of the same department as the topic expert, but in addition to that there are attributes that are common to frequently recommended experts, such as having prior media experience, or being a professor. Best performance was achieved with a run that combined both types of models. These results show that both types of models are useful and that it is not enough to identify a factor, but that it also needs to be modeled appropriately.

The third question was whether integrating contextual factors with content-based retrieval methods would improve retrieval performance. Our results show that our models that include contextual factors indeed achieve significant improvements over the content-based baseline methods. Overall, our results indicate that identifying contextual factors and integrating them with content-based expertise retrieval models is indeed a promising research direction. The method used for collecting data on contextual factors is an extension of normal relevance assessment and could be applied in other settings where the original topic creators are available for relevance assessment.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we started from the observation that contextual factors appear to play a role in expertise seeking. We explored the role of contextual factors in the task of finding similar experts. First, we identified contextual factors that play a role in the task of finding similar experts in the public relations department of a university. The identified factors were modeled in two principled ways and implemented using available data. We integrated the resulting models with existing, content-based models and evaluated them to assess retrieval performance. Our results demonstrate that it is possible to identify and model contextual factors in the studied task of finding similar experts, and we think that this may be the case for other retrieval tasks as well.

In information seeking research, models of how contextual factors play a role have been developed and it has been shown that information seeking behavior changes with, for example, specifics of the task [5, 7] and the user’s problem stage [10]. From an information retrieval perspective, these contextual factors are difficult to model and researchers typically design experiments where they abstract from context to make results generalizable. In this paper we have argued that, in order to arrive at generalizable results, we need to model context and develop models of how contextual factors influence expertise seeking. We have shown that the factors can be modeled, that it is possible to integrate them with retrieval models, and that the resulting models can improve retrieval performance.
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ABSTRACT
We propose the Automatic Review Recognition and annotation of Web pages (ARROW) framework, a framework for Web page review identification and annotation using RDFa Google Rich Snippets. The ARROW framework consists of four steps: hotspot identification, subjectivity analysis, information extraction, and page annotation. We evaluate an implementation of the framework by using various Web sites. Based on the evaluation we conclude that our framework is able to properly identify the majority of reviews, reviewed items, and review dates.

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the technological advances of the last decades, it remains difficult for machines to understand information contained in Web pages on the World Wide Web. One of the pillars of the Semantic Web is to define the content of the Web pages semantically (i.e., as concepts with meaning) in order to make data machine understandable. The ability of computers to automatically process and interpret data will support new functionality on the Web.

Google’s Rich Snippets is a service for Web page owners to add semantics to their existing Web page using the semantic vocabulary provided by Google. Up until now the vocabulary is rather limited in its number of concepts (Person, Review, Review Aggregate, Product, and Organization, Recipe, and Video). Future applications are promising, e.g., when searching for “Christian Dior” products, with Rich Snippets one is able to state that all results with “Christian Dior” as a person should be ignored.

For annotating Web sites built from structured data from a database, it would be sufficient to identify concepts in the generated pages and add the corresponding attributes to the Web page while generating the HTML output. Not all Web pages are built from databases and thus pre-generation of annotations is not always possible. The latter type of Web pages require manual annotation, which can be a tedious task. Hence, we present a method to automatically read and annotate Web pages, using the RDFa attributes as defined in Google Rich Snippet’s vocabulary. The Automatic Review Recognition and annotation of Web pages (ARROW) framework reads Web pages, identifies reviews, and annotates the pages with the RDFa attributes defined by Google Rich Snippets. An extended version of this paper containing more details on the framework is to be presented at the 26th ACM Symposium on Applied Computing [4].

2. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we focus on unsupervised Web information extraction systems, as they can be fully automated and do not require pre-annotated documents for training. Based on Web page contents, unsupervised methods try to find a pattern on the Web page, e.g., a set of recurring HTML tags or specific text strings. Examples of unsupervised Web information extraction systems are RoadRunner [2] and DeLa [5]. To identify the attributes of the reviews, e.g., author, date, etc., these systems employ unsupervised information extraction methods for Web pages. These methods can be divided into tag-based approaches, text-based approaches, and hybrid approaches. The tag-based approaches derive a wrapper for the Web site based on the structural characteristics of a Web page. Text-based approaches focus on the textual content of a Web page. Last, the hybrid approaches are a combination of the tag-based and text-based approaches and hence contain elements of both methods.

There are three different approaches to review annotation. First of all, Microformats [3] is a collection of formats that makes the representation of semi-structured information such as reviews possible. In the case of reviews, the hReview microformat can be encountered on various Web sites. Second, the W3C is working on extending the HTML language, as part of the HTML5 specification, to allow native support for annotations as described by the Microdata format. The third and final option is RDFa. RDFa extends XHTML with a set of attributes that allow the XHTML code to be enriched with metadata. Although RDFa is aimed towards extending XHTML, its attributes can also be used in HTML as most RDFa parsers will recognize these attributes.

3. ARROW FRAMEWORK
Google Rich Snippets supports a limited vocabulary of RDFa entities and their attributes. Our main focus is on
recognizing and annotating the review entities and their attributes in Web pages. The proposed ARROW framework for automatically annotating review pages by adding RDFa annotations to a Web page is composed of four stages: hotspot identification, subjectivity analysis, information extraction, and page annotation. After normalizing the data, i.e., converting the HTML documents to DOM trees, we continue with identifying the potential reviews or hotspots of the page. Usually, reviews are characterized by blocks of text. These blocks are less often found in page headers, navigation elements, footers, etc. Text blocks are usually structured by small amounts of HTML elements, such as $<p>$ and $<div>$. Hence, for identifying reviews, we aim to find the elements that contain a lot of textual content. For this, we calculate a text-to-content ratio, the $\text{TTCR}$, which can be denoted as

$$\text{TTCR} = \frac{L_{\text{text}}}{L_{\text{DOM}}},$$

where the number of characters in text is denoted by $L_{\text{text}}$ and the total number of characters within the DOM tree is represented by $L_{\text{DOM}}$. HTML elements with a high text-to-content-ratio are labeled as hotspots.

After hotspot detection, we need to verify the hotspots, as they might contain reviews. A review can be defined as a subjective view on a certain topic, as opposed to an objective view which describes only facts about a topic. In order to be able to analyze the hotspots, we use an improved version of the LightWeight subjectivity Detection mechanism (LWD) as proposed by [1], which now also takes into account the length of the review. More precisely, hotspots where a certain number of sentences contain a minimum number of subjectivity words per sentence are considered to represent reviews.

For review attribute extraction we employ several methods. Authors are identified by means of a Named Entity Recognizer (NER), whereas dates and ratings are recognized by means of regular expression patterns. Products are filtered from titles, as it is often hard to identify the product in the review content due to the frequent mentioning of related products.

Finally, after reviews and attributes have been identified in the Web pages, the framework annotates pages using Google's RDFa vocabulary designed by Google for its Rich Snippets. Annotating involves tagging the identified key elements of the review.

4. ARROW EVALUATION

We have implemented the ARROW framework as a Web application\(^1\). The approach is evaluated on data from various review Web sites\(^2\). We evaluate the framework on review identification and attribute identification. On average, review annotation is a subsecond process for each Web page. To assess the review recognition performance, we test the tool on a selection of 100 English review Web pages and 100 non-review English Web pages. When comparing manually annotated reviews with ARROW's annotations, we obtain good results on precision and specificity, yet varying results on accuracy and recall. The results also show us that the framework works better on some Web sites than on others, caused by type of content, specific Web site structures, etc. When performing a similar experiment in order to assess the performance of review attribute identification, we can conclude that our framework does a good job on finding the item reviewed, date, and rating, but performs poorly on detecting the authors. This can be explained by the ambiguity of the names used on the Internet, as many people use nicknames on the Internet rather than their real (full) names. This makes the automatic identification of people difficult.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Using Google Rich Snippets for semantic annotation allows for a more appealing presentation by emphasizing some specific concept properties. Unfortunately, there are not yet many Web sites that support this vocabulary. In order to allow existing Web sites to make use of Google Rich Snippets, we have proposed the ARROW framework in this paper, which aims to automatically identify and annotate reviews on Web pages using Google’s vocabulary. We have evaluated an implementation of the framework, which yields good results on precision and specificity, yet varying results on accuracy and recall.

As future work, we suggest to extend our framework to cover other elements from the Google Rich Snippets vocabulary, e.g., recipes, videos, and organizations. Also, one could take into consideration that many reviews lack an explicit rating, e.g., a grade or a number of stars. As Google Rich Snippets accepts a rating based on a scale of 1 to 5, it would be useful to investigate ways of calculating ratings based on review texts using, for example, sentiment analysis methods.
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ABSTRACT
Finding audiovisual material for reuse in new programs is an important activity for news producers, documentary makers, and other media professionals. Such professionals are typically served by an audiovisual broadcast archive. We report on a study of the transaction logs of one such archive. The analysis includes an investigation of commercial orders made by the media professionals, as well as a characterization of sessions, queries, and the content of terms recorded in the logs. We identify a strong demand for short pieces of audiovisual material in the archive. Also, searches are generally able to quickly navigate to a usable audiovisual broadcast, but it takes them longer to place an order for a subsection of a broadcast than it does for them to order an entire broadcast. Queries are found to predominantly consist of (parts of) broadcast titles and of proper names. Our observations imply that it may be beneficial to increase support for fine-grained access to audiovisual material, for example, through manual segmentation or content-based analysis.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Documentary makers, journalists, news editors, and other media professionals routinely require previously recorded audiovisual material for reuse in new productions. For example, a news editor might wish to reuse footage shot by overseas services for the evening news. To complete production, the media professional must locate audiovisual material that has been previously broadcast in another context. One of the sources for reusable broadcasts is the audiovisual archive, which specializes in the preservation and management of audiovisual material [1]. Where audiovisual material was once primarily stored on analog carriers, in recent years audiovisual archives have started making their content available in digital format and enabling online access [2, 3]. In such an environment, the media professional can search for and purchase multimedia material. In addition, with audiovisual acquisition being done through a digital interface, the archive can record information about the media professional’s information seeking process. Despite the fact that an increasing amount of audiovisual programming is produced digitally, little is known about the search behavior of media professionals locating material for production purposes.

We aim to characterize the behavior of users of an audiovisual archive, and in addition to give insight into the content of their searches. We work in the context of a large national audiovisual broadcast archive, actively used by media professionals from a range of production studios. The archive presents a rich source of information because of its specialist nature. Our study is performed through an analysis of transaction logs — the electronic traces left behind by users interacting with the archive’s online retrieval and ordering system. The transaction log analysis is enhanced by leveraging additional resources from the audiovisual broadcasting field, which can be exploited due to the specialist nature of the archive. In particular we analyze purchase orders of audiovisual material, and we use catalog metadata and the a structured audiovisual thesaurus to investigate the content of query terms.

2. METHOD
Our study takes place within the context of the Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid — the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, a large audiovisual archive, which we will refer to below as “the archive.” The archive functions as the main provider of archive material for broadcasting companies in the Netherlands. The collection contains more than 700,000 hours of radio, television, documentaries, films and music. Nowadays, all digitally broadcast television and radio programs made by the Dutch public broadcasting companies are automatically ingested in the archive’s digital asset management system. The digital multimedia items available in the archive can be divided into two types: video and audio. The video items consist largely of television broadcasts, but also include movies, amateur footage, and internet broadcasts. The audio portion of the collection consists primarily of radio broadcasts and music recordings. Each catalog entry contains multiple fields which contain either freely entered text or structured terms.

The archive is primarily used by media professionals who work for a variety of broadcasting companies, public and commercial, and are involved in the production of a range of programs. Once purchased, ordered audiovisual material may be re-used in many types of programs, especially news and current affairs programs. In addition, it is sometimes used for other purposes, for example to populate online platforms and exhibitions.

Search through audiovisual material in the archive is based on manually created catalog entries. These entries are created by the archival staff, and include both free text as well as structured terms contained in a specialized audiovisual thesaurus. The thesaurus is called the GTAA — the Dutch acronym for “Common Thesaurus for Audiovisual Archives.”

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Transaction logs from Beeld en Geluid’s online search and purchasing system were collected between November 18, 2008 and May 15, 2009. The logs were recorded using an in-house system tailored to the archive’s online interface.

In total the logs contained 290,429 queries after cleaning. The transaction logs often reference documents contained in the archive’s collection. In order to further leverage the log information, we obtained a dump of the catalog descriptions maintained by the archive on June 19, 2009. The size of the catalog at that time was approximately 700,000 unique indexed program entries.

We define five key units that will play a role in our analysis below: the three units common in transaction log analysis of session, query, term; and two units specific to this study, facet and order. The specialized knowledge sources available within the archive allowed (and motivated) us to develop the last two units of analysis.

4. MAIN FINDINGS

Our analysis was structured around four main research questions, the answers to which we summarize here. With respect to our first question, what characterizes a typical session at the archive?, we found the typical session to be short, with over half of the sessions under a minute in duration. In general, there were also few queries and result views in a session, with a median value of one query issued and one result viewed. Sessions resulting in orders had a considerably longer duration, with over half of the sessions having a median duration of over seven minutes, but no increase in terms of the number of queries issued and results viewed.

In answer to our second question, what kinds of queries are users issuing to the audiovisual archive?, we found nearly all of the queries contained a keyword search in the form of free text, while almost a quarter specified a date filter. The advanced search option, for searching on specific catalog fields, was used in 9% of the queries. The most frequently occurring keyword searches consisted primarily of program titles. Advanced search on specific catalog fields, when utilized, frequently specified the media format or copyright owner of the results to be returned, for example that only results available in high-quality digital format should be returned.

In addressing our next research question, what kinds of terms are contained in the queries issued to the archive?, we performed a content analysis of the query terms. This was accomplished by using catalog information as well as session data; terms in a query were matched to the titles and thesaurus entries of the documents that were clicked during a user session. This allowed us to leverage the thesaurus structure for identifying different kinds of query terms. The approach does have limitations, as terms can only be identified in sessions where users click at least one result, and even then, a term can only be identified if it is present as a title or thesaurus entry. Of all the queries where users clicked a result during the session, 41% contained a title term. Thesaurus terms were identified in 44% of the queries. Approximately one quarter of thesaurus terms consisted of general subjects such as soccer, election, and child. Another quarter consisted of the names of people, especially of politicians and royalty. The remaining terms were classified as locations, program makers, other proper names, or genres.

To answer our final research question, what are the characteristics of the audiovisual material that is ordered by the professional users?, we isolated the orders placed to the archive. Orders were for recent and historical material, with 46% of orders for items that were broadcast over one year before the order date. We identified three units of ordering: programs, stories, and fragments. We saw that less than a third of orders placed to the archive were for entire broadcasts, while 17% of the orders were for subsections of broadcasts that had been previously defined by archivists. Nearly half of the orders were for audiovisual fragments with a start and end time specified by the users. The fragments were typically on the order of a few minutes in duration, with 28% of fragments being one minute or less. In these cases, where users specified the fragment boundaries manually, sessions typically took more than two and half times as long as when ordering an entire broadcast.

5. CONCLUSION

Our main contributions in this paper include: a description of the search behavior of professionals in an audiovisual archive in terms of sessions and queries, and orders; a categorization of their query terms by linking query words to titles and thesaurus terms from clicked results; and an analysis of the orders made from the archive in terms of their size relative to the broadcast length and the time taken to get from query to purchase. Our study is significant in that there is a relatively large time span covered (almost half a year), and in that the users are specialists in audiovisual search, looking for broadcasts and fragments of broadcasts for reuse in new productions. In addition, we utilize catalog annotations to provide additional detail about the data recorded in the transaction logs. The results of the study can serve to give researchers and archives insight into aspects of multimedia search related to the specific use case of media professionals. They may also be used by audiovisual broadcast archives to better adjust their services to the user.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the area of media analysis, one of the key tasks is collecting detailed information about opinions and attitudes toward specific topics from various sources, both offline (traditional newspapers, archives) and online (news sites, blogs, forums). Specifically, media analysis concerns the following system task: given a topic and list of documents (discussing the topic), find all instances of attitudes toward the topic (e.g., positive/negative sentiments, or, if the topic is an organization or person, support/criticism of this entity). For every such instance, one should identify the source of the sentiment, the polarity and, possibly, subtopics that this attitude relates to (e.g., specific targets of criticism or support). Subsequently, a (human) media analyst must be able to aggregate the extracted information by source, polarity or subtopics, allowing him to build support/criticism networks etc. Recent advances in language technology, especially in sentiment analysis, promise to (partially) automate this task.

Sentiment analysis is often considered in the context of the following two tasks: sentiment extraction (identify subjective phrases/sentences in a document) and sentiment retrieval (identify/rank documents with subjective attitude on a topic).

How can technology developed for sentiment analysis be applied to media analysis? In order to use a sentiment extraction system for a media analysis problem, a system would have to be able to determine which of the extracted sentiments are actually relevant, i.e., it would not only have to identify specific targets of all extracted sentiments, but also decide which of the targets are relevant for the topic at hand. This is a difficult task, as the relation between a topic (e.g., a movie) and specific targets of sentiments (e.g., acting or special effects in the movie) is not always straightforward, in the face of ubiquitous complex linguistic phenomena such as referential expressions (“...this beautifully shot documentary”) or bridging anaphora (“the director did an excellent job”).

In sentiment retrieval, on the other hand, the topic is initially present in the task definition, but it is left to the user to identify sources and targets of sentiments, as systems typically return a list of documents ranked by relevance and opinionatedness. To use a traditional sentiment retrieval system in media analysis, one would still have to manually go through ranked lists of documents returned by the system.

To be able to support media analysis, we need to combine the specificity of (phrase- or word-level) sentiment analysis with the topicality provided by sentiment retrieval. Moreover, we should be able to identify sources and specific targets of opinions.

In order to move towards the requirements of media analysis, in this paper we focus on two of the problems identified above: (1) pinpointing evidence for a system’s decisions about the presence of sentiment in text, and (2) identifying specific targets of sentiment.

We address these problems by introducing a special type of lexical resource: a topic-specific subjectivity lexicon that indicates specific relevant targets for which sentiments may be expressed; for a given topic, such a lexicon consists of pairs (syntactic clue, target). We present a method for automatically generating a topic-specific lexicon for a given topic and query-based set of documents. We evaluate the quality of the lexicon both manually and in the setting of an opinionated blog post retrieval task. We demonstrate that such a lexicon is highly focused, allowing one to effectively pinpoint evidence for sentiment, while being competitive with traditional subjectivity lexicons consisting of (a large number of) clue words.

Unlike other methods for topic-specific sentiment analysis, we do not expand a seed lexicon. Instead, we make an existing lexicon more focused, so that it can be used to actually pin-point subjectivity in documents relevant to a given topic.

2. GENERATING TOPIC-SPECIFIC LEXICONS

In this section we describe how we generate a lexicon of subjectivity clues and targets for a given topic and a list of relevant documents (e.g., retrieved by a search engine for the topic). As an additional resource, we use a large background corpus of text documents of a similar style but with diverse subjects; we assume that the relevant documents are part of this corpus as well. As the background corpus, we used the set of documents from the assessment pools of TREC 2006–2008 opinion retrieval tasks (described in detail in section 3). We use the Stanford lexicalized parser to extract labeled dependency triples (head, label, modifier). In the extracted triples, all words indicate their category (noun, adjective, verb, adverb, etc.) and are normalized to lemmas.

Figure 1 provides an overview of our method.

3. DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For extrinsic evaluation we apply our lexicon generation method to a collection of documents containing opinionated utterances: the TREC Blog06 collection.

TREC 2006–2008 came with the task of opinionated blog post retrieval. For each year a set of 50 topics was created, giving us 150 topics in total. Every topic comes with a set of relevance judgments: Given a topic, a blog post can be either (i) nonrelevant, (ii) relevant, but not opinionated, or (iii) relevant and opinionated. TREC topics consist of three fields (title, description, and narrative), of which we only use the title field: a query of 1–3 keywords.

4. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF LEXICONS

In this section we assess the quality of the generated topic-specific lexicons numerically and extrinsically. To this end we deploy our lexicons to the task of opinionated blog post retrieval. A commonly used approach to this task works in two stages: (1) identify topic-relevant blog posts, and (2) classify these posts as being opinionated or not. In stage 2 the standard approach is to rerank the results from stage 1, instead of doing actual binary classification. We take this approach, as it has shown good performance in the past TREC editions and is fairly straightforward to implement. For all experiments we use the collection described in Section 3.

Our experiments have two goals: to compare the use of topic-independent and topic-specific lexicons for the opinionated post retrieval task, and to examine how different settings for the parameters of the lexicon generation affect the empirical quality.

4.1 Reranking using a lexicon

To rerank a list of posts retrieved for a given topic, we opt to use the method that showed best performance at TREC 2008. The approach taken by Lee et al. (2008) linearly combines a (topical) relevance score with an opinion score for each post. In addition to using Okapi BM25 for opinion scoring, we also consider a simpler method: a simple count of lexicon matches in a document.

4.1.1 Results and observations

There are several parameters that we can vary when generating a topic-specific lexicon and when using it for reranking: the number of syntactic contexts per clue, the number of extracted targets, the opinion scoring function, the weight of the opinion score in the linear combination with the relevance score.

First, we note that reranking using all lexicons significantly improves over the relevance-only baseline for all evaluation measures. When comparing topic-specific lexicons to the topic-independent one, most of the differences are not statistically significant, which is surprising given the fact that most topic-specific lexicons we evaluated are substantially smaller.

The only evaluation measure where the topic-independent lexicon consistently outperforms topic-specific ones, is Mean Reciprocal Rank that depends on a single relevant opinionated document high in a ranking. A possible explanation is that the large general lexicon easily finds a few "obviously subjective" posts (those with heavily used subjective words), but is not better at detecting less obvious ones, as indicated by the recall-oriented MAP and R-precision.

Interestingly, increasing the number of syntactic contexts considered for a clue word (parameter $D$) and the number of selected targets (parameter $T$) leads to substantially larger lexicons, but only gives marginal improvements when lexicons are used for opinion retrieval. This shows that our bootstrapping method is effective at filtering out non-relevant sentiment targets and syntactic clues.

The evaluation results also show that the choice of opinion scoring function (Okapi or raw counts) depends on the lexicon size: for smaller, more focused lexicons unnormalized counts are more effective. This also confirms our intuition that for small, focused lexicons simple presence of a sentiment clue in text is a good indication of subjectivity, while for larger lexicons an overall subjectivity scoring of texts has to be used, which can be hard to interpret for (media analysis) users.
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ABSTRACT
Query similarity is a core function in many information retrieval applications. Different query similarity functions can be defined. However, no clear evaluation measurement of different query similarity functions is yet provided. In this paper we propose to evaluate the quality of a query similarity function by the quality of the induced graph defined as follows: Let \( \text{sim}(\cdot) \) be a query similarity function. We define a query graph over a query set induced by function \( \text{sim}(\cdot) \) as:

\[
G_{\text{sim}} = (\mathcal{Q}, E) \subseteq \mathcal{Q} \times \mathcal{Q} \quad \text{where } \mathcal{Q} \text{ is a set of queries and two queries } Q_i, Q_j \in \mathcal{Q} \text{ are linked if } \text{sim}(Q_i, Q_j) \geq \sigma. \quad \sigma \text{ is a given threshold.}
\]

The intuition we are searching to confirm is that effective similarity functions induce scale-free similarity graphs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

1. INTRODUCTION
Web search engines keep track of all received queries in log files. For each query \( Q \) submitted by a user \( u \), we usually find the following information in the log:

1. \( Q^u \) the query processing time.
2. \( Q^u \) the user identifier. This is usually represented by the IP address of the machine that have sent the query. This limits seriously the usefulness of such an identifier for distinguishing real users.
3. \( Q^u \) is the set of the query terms. In this work we only consider simple queries composed of a set of words. No boolean operators (i.e. and, or, not) or filtering operators (i.e. near, language filtering, etc.) are considered.
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4. \( Q^u \) is a ranked list of results returned by the search engine in answer to \( Q \).
5. \( Q^u \) is a ranked list of results selected by the user among the list \( Q^u \). For each selected document we may save also in the log file the selection time as well as the visualization time of the document.

Mining query log files has a quite a number of useful applications for enhancing web information retrieval. Main application fields are: search result personalization [13, 14, 22, 11], result re-ranking [21], query expansion and reformulation [18, 2], query recommendation [16, 23] and queries clustering and classification [16].

A core question in all the above mentioned application fields is how to define an effective query similarity function. Different similarities have been proposed in the scientific literature [6, 3]. These cover term-based similarities, result-based similarities, selection-based similarities and graph-bases similarities [3]. In each of the above mentioned types of similarities a wide variety of concretes similarities can be conceived. The problem we tackle in this work is the how to compare and evaluate different similarity functions in a task-independent way? Actually, as far as we are aware, no clear methodology is given in the scientific literature for evaluating query similarity measures. Some partial work is given in [19, 6]. The idea we explore in this work is based on defining the concept of \( \text{similarity induced graph} \). This is simply defined as follows. Let \( \mathcal{Q} \) be a set queries. Let \( \text{sim}(\cdot) \) be a query similarity function:

\[
\text{sim} : \mathcal{Q} \times \mathcal{Q} \rightarrow [0, 1]
\]

be a given threshold. The similarity induced query graph is then defined by:

\[
G_{\text{sim}}(\mathcal{Q}, \mathcal{E}) = (\mathcal{Q}, E) \subseteq \mathcal{Q} \times \mathcal{Q}, \quad \text{where } E \text{ denotes the set of links in the graph. Two queries } Q_i, Q_j \text{ are linked if their similarity, as computed by } \text{sim}(\cdot), \text{ is greater than } \sigma.
\]

The intuition we want to confirm is that effective similarity functions induce a scale-free similarity graphs [20]. One of the major characteristics of free-scale graphs is that they exhibit a high clustering coefficient, as compared to random graphs of the same size [20]. The clustering coefficient defines the probability of having two neighbors of a random selected node linked in the graph. In social graphs, which are one of the most studied scale-free graphs, this can be expressed by the high probability of having “friends of friends are friends”. This property is not natural in similarity induced graphs since similarity function in general are not transitive. We claim, that a similarity function inducing a scale-free graph over the set of queries would be an efficient similarity function. As a first step towards assessing this claim, we propose here to compute different similarities...
2. QUERY SIMILARITY FUNCTIONS

Query similarity metrics already proposed in the scientific literature fall into one of the four following categories [3, 7], next we give some examples of similarity metrics used later in this work. The given list is not an exhaustive one.

Term-based similarities.

Query similarity is computed by evaluating the differences between the terms used in two queries. One first example is the classical Jaccard metric:

$$\text{Jaccard} = 1 - \frac{|Q_i \cup Q_j|}{|Q_i \cup Q_j|}$$  

(1)

Another metric, taking term’s order into consideration is the classical edit distance metric:

$$\text{Edit} = 1 - \frac{\text{editDistance}(C_i, C_j)}{\max(\text{len}(C_i), \text{len}(C_j))}$$  

(2)

where editDistance is a function computing the minimal cost of transforming $C_i$ into $C_j$ applying atomic edition operations: adding and suppressing characters. $\text{len}(c)$ returns the length of the string $c$.

Result-based similarities.

These constitute a less direct way to compare two queries by examining result sets returned by the same search engine in response to them. Queries may have no terms in common but have an important overlap in their result sets.

$$\text{Jaccard} = 1 - \frac{|Q_i \cap Q_j|}{|Q_i \cup Q_j|}$$  

(3)

A more sophisticated result-based similarity metric can be conceived using URL similarity metric. A general formula would be the following:

$$\text{Content} - \text{R}(Q_i, Q_j) = \frac{\sum_{URL_i \in Q_i} \sum_{URL_j \in Q_j} \text{simURL}(URL_i, URL_j)}{|Q_i| \times |Q_j|}$$  

(4)

where $\text{simURL}()$ is a basic URL similarity metric. A basic metric from computing similarities of URLs contents is the classical $\cos()$ metric given by:

$$\text{simURL}(URL_i, URL_j) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} w_i^k \times w_j^k}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (w_i^k)^2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (w_j^k)^2}}$$  

(5)

where $w_i$ is the weight of term $w_i$ in the document indexed by $URL_i$. The term-vector representation of documents is generated using classical information retrieval techniques as described in [5].

Selection-based similarities.

These are basically the same as the result-based functions but applied only on documents selected by users from the whole set of results returned by the search engine. Next in this paper, this type of similarity function will not be considered since the target application we use is a result re-ranking approach in which result selection information is not available at time of similarity computing.

Graph-based similarity.

Different types of relations can be defined between two queries as described in [4]. These relations can be coded in form of a graph defined over the query set. Notice that these are different form similarity-induced graphs are introduced earlier in this paper. Relational graphs can then be used to detect similarities among queries in [8, 1, 9].

3. SCALE-FREE GRAPHS

Different graphs modeling real complex systems have been showed recently to exhibit a common set of features that distinguish them from pure random graphs [20]. Let $G = \langle V, E, \subseteq V \times V \rangle$ be a graph. scale-free graphs have the following main characteristics:

- **Small diameter.** The diameter of a graph is given by highest shortest distance between any couple of nodes. In scale-free graphs, this distance is very short compared to the number of nodes in the graph. In many real graphs the diameter is less than 6 stating that we can reach any node from any other nodes by making 6 hops at most. This is the main reason why lot of scale-free graphs are also called small-world graphs [20].

- **Low density.** The density of non-oriented graph $G$ is given by $d_G = \frac{\#E}{\#V \times (\#V - 1)}$ the number of effective links over the number of possible links. In scale-free graphs little links do exist, compared to $|V|$ the number of nodes in the graph.

- **Power-law degree distribution**: the number of nodes that have $K$ direct neighbors in the graph is proportional to $K^{-\alpha}$. For many real graphs we have $\alpha \in [2, 3]$ [15].

- **Hight clustering coefficient** The clustering coefficient is given by

$$cc(G) = \frac{\sum_{v \in V} 2 |E \cap (\Gamma(v) \times \Gamma(v))|}{d(v) \times (d(v) - 1)}$$

where $\Gamma(v)$ denotes the set of neighbors of node $v$ in the graph. $d(v)$ denotes the degree of node $v$. This measure estimates the probability that two neighbors of a randomly selected node are linked directly.

4. QUERY SIMILARITY EVALUATION APPROACH

The approach we propose, for evaluating and comparing different query similarity metrics is structured into two main steps:
• Construct the similarity induced graphs. For each such graph, we compute the above mentioned measures characterizing scale-free graphs.

• Apply query similarity metric in the context of a web result re-ranking approach [17]. We search if there is any correlation between the performances obtained from applying a similarity metric and the characteristics of the similarity graph induced by the same similarity metric. Evaluating the obtained performances when applying a given query similarity metric.

The results re-ranking approach is based on mining the log of past processed queries. For each past query \( Q_i \), we compute a voting function \( Q_i^j \) that compute a permutation of \( Q_i^j \) such that \( Q_i^j \) is a prefix of \( Q_i^j \). In other terms, the voting function can give the ranked result list selected by the user from the list of results returned by the search engine in answer to \( Q \). Now having a target query \( Q_T \), the system searches for past similar queries. Let \( k \) be the number of retrieved past similar queries. For each retrieved similar query we use a set of voting function on \( Q_i^j \). We obtain \( k \) potentially different permutations of \( Q_i^j \). These different permutations are then merged to obtain the final re-ranking of \( Q_i^j \). Hence, the re-ranking framework we propose is structured in three main hotspots:

1) The query similarity metric to use
2) The voting function to apply and
3) The Permutation merging procedure to apply. Each of these steps can be implemented by a variety of technical approaches. In the current prototype, we have implemented four different query similarity metrics summarized in next table.

In the current implementation of the system, we apply a voting function inspired from the classical voting algorithm [10]. The voting function is implemented as follows: let \( Q_{target} \) be the set of results returned in answer to target query \( Q_{target} \). Let \( Q_i \) be a past query similar to \( Q_{target} \). Let \( pos(r, Q_i) \) a function returning the rank of document \( r \) in the list of results \( Q_i \). For each result \( r \in Q_{target} \) we compute the following weight

\[
 w_r = \sum_{r \in Q_i} \text{simURL}(r, r') \times \text{pos}(r, Q_i)
\]

Where \( \text{simURL}(r, r') \) is a given document similarity metric. Currently this is taken to be the classical cosine document similarity metric. The result of the voting function of past query \( Q_i \) is the list \( Q_i^j \), sorted in ascending order with respect to computed weights \( w_r \). We apply, the original Borda voting algorithm [10] for merging voting results obtained from \( k \) similar past queries. We propose to evaluate the correctness of the re-ranking approach by the value of the edit similarity between the rank proposed by the system and the selection order performed by users (as registered in a log file).

5. EXPERIMENTATION

Experiments are conducted on a real query log file provided by Microsoft. Data follow the description of a classical query log file as described in section 1. In this experiment we use 200000 queries. These contains 80800 distinct query terms and results are composed of 754000 distinct URLs. We have applied the above describes results re-ranking approach using four different query similarity metrics: Jaccard – T, Edit – T, Jaccard – R, and Content – R. For each metric we vary the similarity threshold \( \sigma \) from 0.6 to 0.9. Characteristics of induced similarity graphs are given in table 1. In this table, diameter, density and power are those of the biggest connected component.

For all experiments a classical 3-cross validation approach is applied: the query log is divided into three folders; 2 are used as a learning set and the third as a validation set. Each experiment is repeated three times by changing each round the selected learning/validation folds. Average results of three rounds are given in table (last coloumn).

We clearly found that result-based similarities outperform term-based ones. And that result-based similarity induced graphs exhibit more scale-free features. Result-content based similarities give a slightly more enhanced results that results overlap similarity. Again results-content graphs is more similar to scale-free graphs (especially in terms of clustering coefficient which a major metric for characterizing scale-free graphs [20]). These results enforce our intuition that effective query similarity metric induce scale-free similarity graphs.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work we’ve propose a new approach for evaluating query similarity metrics that can be applied independently for the type of the target application. First experiments, reported here, show that effective similarity metrics define also a scale-free like graphs. Obviously, current experimentation does not allow to generalize these findings. More experimentation are needed in order to take into account other types of similarity metrics as well as other types of information retrieval related tasks (other than results re-ranking).
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Table 1: Characteristics of induced similarity graphs with obtained re-ranking correctness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Clustering Coef.</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th># connected components</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Re-ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jaccard-T</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.29E-04</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16 383</td>
<td>1.581</td>
<td>0.459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.93E-04</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13 621</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.29E-04</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 259</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.37E-04</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11 975</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit-T</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.43E-04</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7 646</td>
<td>2.003</td>
<td>0.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.03E-04</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>15 258</td>
<td>2.0659</td>
<td>0.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.50E-04</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15 652</td>
<td>1.547</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.14E-04</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 936</td>
<td>1.250</td>
<td>0.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccard-R</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.40E-04</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17 250</td>
<td>1.498</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.14E-04</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15 348</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.65E-04</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11 844</td>
<td>2.027</td>
<td>0.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.76E-04</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6 646</td>
<td>1.918</td>
<td>0.609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content-R</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.23E-03</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.29E-03</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>1.287</td>
<td>0.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.15E-02</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.15E-02</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

Word clouds are a summarised representation of a document’s text, similar to tag clouds which summarise the tags assigned to documents. Word clouds are similar to language models in the sense that they represent a document by its word distribution. In this paper, we investigate the differences between word cloud and language modelling approaches, and specifically whether effective language modelling techniques also improve word clouds. We evaluate the quality of the language model and the resulting word clouds using a system evaluation test bed, and a user study. Our experiments show that different language modelling techniques can be applied to improve a standard word cloud that uses a TF weighting scheme in combination with stopword removal. Including bigrams in the word clouds and a parsimonious term weighting scheme are the most effective in both the system evaluation and the user study.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates the connections between tag or word clouds popularised by Flickr and other social web sites, and the language models as used in IR. The new generation of the Internet, the social Web, allows users to do more than just retrieve information and engages users to be active. Users can now add tags to categorise web resources and retrieve their own previously categorised information. By sharing these tags among all users large amounts of resources can be tagged and categorised. These generated user tags can be visualised in a tag cloud where the importance of a term is represented by font size or colour. Of course, the majority of documents on the web are not tagged by users. An alternative to clouds based on user-assigned tags, is to generate clouds automatically by using statistical techniques on the document contents, so-called ‘word clouds’. Figure 1 shows a word cloud summarising 10 documents. Our main research question is: do words extracted by language modelling techniques correspond to the words that users like to see in word clouds?

2. EXPERIMENTS

Since there is no standard evaluation method for word clouds, we created our own experimental test bed. Our experiments comprise of two parts, a system evaluation and a user study. For both experiments we use query topics from the 2008 TREC Relevance

Feedback track. The system evaluation consists of two parts, first we test if adding the word cloud as a whole to the original query leads to improvements in retrieval performance. Secondly, for each topic we generate 25 queries where in each query one word from the word cloud is added to the original query. For each query we measure the difference in performance caused by adding the expansion term to the original query, words are considered relevant if adding the word leads to an improvement in retrieval performance, words are considered acceptable if there is no large decrease (more than 25%) in retrieval results. In the user study test persons rank different groups of word clouds. The 13 test persons consisted of 4 females and 9 males with ages ranging from 26 to 44 and were recruited at the university.

Clouds from Pseudo Relevant and Relevant Results

First, we compare a TF cloud made from 10 pseudo-relevant documents to a cloud of 100 relevant documents. We make this comparison to get some insights on the question whether there is a mismatch between words that improve retrieval performance, and words that users like to see in a word cloud. Our standard word cloud (shown in Figure 1) uses pseudo-relevant results. The cloud in Fig. 2 is based on 100 pages judged as relevant.

When we look at the system evaluation the relevant documents lead to better performance than the pseudo-relevant documents. The test persons in our user study however clearly prefer the clouds based on 10 pseudo-relevant documents: 66 times the relevant cloud is preferred than 25qu in retrieval results. In the user study test persons rank different groups of word clouds. The test persons consisted of 4 females and 9 males with ages ranging from 26 to 44 and were recruited at the university.

Non-Stemmed and Conflated Stemmed Clouds

We look at the impact of stemming by generating conflated stemmed
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Table 1: Effectiveness of unigrams and bigrams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>% Rel. words</th>
<th>% Acc. words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unigrams</td>
<td>0.2575</td>
<td>0.5097</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0.2706</td>
<td>0.5226</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigrams</td>
<td>0.2016</td>
<td>0.4387</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Effectiveness of term weighting approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>% Rel. words</th>
<th>% Acc. words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>0.2575</td>
<td>0.5097</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFIDF</td>
<td>0.1265</td>
<td>0.3839</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pars.</td>
<td>0.2759</td>
<td>0.5323</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 This paper is a compressed version of Kaptein, R., Hiemstra, D., and Kamps, J. (2010). How different are language models and word clouds? In Advances in Information Retrieval: 32nd European Conference on IR Research (ECIR 2010), volume 5993 of LNCS, pages 556-568. Springer.
In the TFIDF algorithm, the text frequency (TF) is now multiplied by the inverse document frequency (IDF). In the user study, the parsimonious model is preferred more often than the TF model, and both the parsimonious and the TF model are significantly more often preferred over the TFIDF model. The parsimonious model performs best on both early and average precision. The TFIDF model performs significantly worse than the TF and the parsimonious model. Our simplest model, the TF model, actually produces the highest number of relevant and acceptable words. The weighting scheme of the parsimonious model is clearly more effective than the TF model though, since for query expansion where weights were considered the parsimonious model performed better than the TF model.

In the user study the parsimonious model is preferred more often than the TF model, and both the parsimonious and the TF model are significantly more often preferred over the TFIDF model. The parsimonious model contains more specific and less frequently occurring words than the TFIDF model.

### 3. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the connections between word clouds and the language models as used in IR. We have investigated how we can create word clouds from documents and use language modelling techniques which are more advanced than only frequency counting and stopword removal. We find that different language modelling techniques can indeed be applied to create better word clouds. Including bigrams in the word clouds and a parsimonious term weighting scheme are the most effective improvements. We find there is some discrepancy between good words for query expansion selected by language modelling techniques, and words liked by users. This will be a problem when a word cloud is used for suggestion of query expansion terms. The problem can be partly solved by using a parsimonious weighting scheme which selects more specific and informative words than a TF model, but also achieves good results from a system point of view.
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**Figure 1**: Word cloud from 10 results for the topic “diamond smuggling”.

**Figure 2**: Word cloud from 100 relevant results.

**Figure 3**: Word cloud of 10 results with mixed unigrams and bigrams.

**Figure 4**: Word cloud of 10 results with parsimonious term weighting.

clouds. To stem, we use the most common English stemming algorithm, the Porter stemmer [2]. To visualize terms in a word cloud, Porter word stems are not a good option. A requirement for the word clouds is to visualize correct English words, and not stems of words which are not clear to the user, therefore in our conflated word clouds, word stems are replaced by the most frequently occurring word in the collection that can be reduced to that word stem. The effect of stemming is only evaluated in the user study. Looking at pairwise preferences, we see that there is no significant preference for the conflated cloud or the non-stemmed cloud. Often the difference between the clouds is so small that it is not noticed by test persons.

**Bigrams**

For users, bigrams are often easier to interpret than single words, because a little more context is provided. We have created two models that incorporate bigrams, a mixed model that contains a mix of unigrams and bigrams, and a bigram model that consists solely of bigrams. For the user study we placed bigrams between quotes to make them more visible as can be seen in Figure 3. In Table 1 the system evaluation results are shown. For query expansion, the model that uses a mix of unigrams and bigrams performs best. Using only bigrams leads to a significant decrease in retrieval results compared to using only unigrams. Looking at the percentages of relevant and acceptable words, the unigram model produces the most relevant words. The mixed model performs almost as good as the unigram model.

In the user study, the clouds with mixed unigrams and bigrams and the clouds with only bigrams are selected most often as the best cloud. There is no significant difference in preference between mixed unigrams and bigrams, and only bigrams. Users do indeed like to see bigrams, but for some queries the cloud with only bigrams contains too many meaningless bigrams such as ‘http www’. An advantage of the mixed cloud is that the number of bigrams in the cloud is flexible. When bigrams occur often in a document, also many will be included in the word cloud.

**Term Weighting**

Besides the standard TF weighting we investigate two other variants of language models to weigh terms, the TFIDF model and the parsimonious model. Before weighting terms we always remove an extensive stopword list consisting of 571 common English words. In the TFIDF algorithm, the text frequency (TF) is now multiplied by the inverse document frequency (IDF).

The third variant of our term weighting scheme is a parsimonious model [1]. The parsimonious language model concentrates the probability mass on fewer words than a standard language model.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we investigate the task of Entity Ranking on the Web. Searchers looking for entities are arguably better served by presenting a ranked list of entities directly, rather than a list of web pages with relevant but also potentially redundant information about these entities. Since entities are represented by their web homepages, a naive approach to entity ranking is to use standard text retrieval. Our experimental results clearly demonstrate that text retrieval is effective at finding relevant pages, but performs poorly at finding entities. Our proposal is to use Wikipedia as a pivot for finding entities on the Web, allowing us to reduce the hard web entity ranking problem to easier problem of Wikipedia entity ranking. Wikipedia allows us to properly identify entities and some of their characteristics, and Wikipedia’s elaborate category structure allows us to get a handle on the entity’s type.

1. INTRODUCTION
Just like in document retrieval, in entity ranking the document should contain topically relevant information. However, it differs from document retrieval on at least three points: i) returned documents have to represent an entity, ii) this entity should belong to a specified entity type, and iii) to create a diverse result list an entity should only be returned once. The main goal of this paper is to demonstrate how the difficult problem of web entity ranking can often be reduced to the easier task of entity ranking in Wikipedia.

Our proposal is to exploit Wikipedia as a pivot for entity ranking. For entity types with a clear representation on the web, like living persons, organisations, products, movies, we will show that Wikipedia pages contain enough evidence to reliably find the corresponding web page of the entity. For entity types that do not have a clear representation on the web, returning Wikipedia pages is in itself a good alternative. So, to rank (web) entities given a query we take the following steps:

1. Associate target entity types with the query
2. Rank Wikipedia pages according to their similarity with the query and target entity types
3. Find web entities corresponding to the Wikipedia entities

We evaluate our approach using the entity ranking test collection created in the TREC 2009 Entity Ranking track [1].

2. ENTITY RANKING ON THE WEB
To investigate whether the hard problem of web entity ranking can be in principle reduced to the easier problem of Wikipedia entity ranking we look at the coverage of relevant TREC entities in Wikipedia. We find that the overwhelming majority of relevant entities (160 out of 198) of the TREC 2009 Entity ranking track are represented in Wikipedia, and that 85% of the topics have at least one relevant Wikipedia page. We also find that with high precision and coverage relevant web entities corresponding to the Wikipedia entities can be found using Wikipedia’s “external links”, and that especially the first external link is a strong indicator for primary homepages.

Furthermore we examine the value of entity type information for entity retrieval in Wikipedia. We find that entity types are valuable retrieval cues. Automatically assigned entity types are effective, but less so than manually assigned types. We can exploit the structure of Wikipedia to significantly improve entity ranking effectiveness.

In the remainder of this section we examine our research question: Can we improve web entity retrieval by using Wikipedia as a pivot? We compare our entity ranking approach of using Wikipedia as a pivot to the baseline of full-text retrieval.

We experiment with three approaches for finding webpages associated with Wikipedia pages:

2. Anchor text: Take the Wikipedia page title as query, and retrieve pages from the anchor text index. A length prior is used here.
3. Combined: Since not all Wikipedia pages have external links, and not all external links of Wikipedia pages are part of the Clueweb category B collection, we can not retrieve webpages for all Wikipedia pages. In case less than 3 webpages are found, we fill up the results to 3 pages using the top pages retrieved using anchor text.

2.1 Experimental Setup
In this experimental section we discuss experiments with the TREC Entity Ranking topics. We use the Indri search engine. We have created separate indexes for the Wikipedia part and the Web part of the Clueweb Category B. Besides a full text index we have also created an anchor text index. On all indexes we applied the Krovetz stemmer, and we generated a length prior. All runs are created with a language model using Jelinek-Mercer smoothing with a collection λ of 0.15.
Significance of increase or decrease over full text according to t-test, one-tailed, at significance levels 0.05(•), and 0.01(◦).

### 2.2 Experimental Results

Recall from the above that the ultimate goal of web entity ranking is to find the homepages of the entities (called primary homepages). There are 167 primary homepages in total (an average of 8.35 per topic) with 14 out of the 20 topics having less than 10 primary homepages. In addition, the goal is to find an entity’s Wikipedia page (called a primary Wikipedia page). There are in total 172 primary Wikipedia pages (an average of 8.6 per topic) with 13 out of the 20 topics having less than 10 primary Wikipedia entries.

The results for the TREC Entity Ranking track are given in Table 1. Our baseline is full text retrieval, which works well (NDCG 0.2394) for finding relevant pages. It does however not work well for finding primary Wikipedia pages (NDCG 0.1184). More importantly, it fails miserably for finding the primary homepages: only 6 out of 167 are found, resulting in a NDCG of 0.0080 and a P32 of 0.0050. Full text retrieval is excellent at finding relevant information, but it is a poor strategy for finding web entities.

We now look at the effectiveness of our Wikipedia-as-a-pivot runs. The Wikipedia runs in this table use the external links to find homepages. The second column is based on the baseline Wikipedia run, the third column is based on the run that uses the manual categories that proved effective for entity ranking on Wikipedia. Considering primary pages, we find more primary Wikipedia pages, translating into a significant improvement of retrieval effectiveness (up to a P10 of 0.1700, and a NDCG of 0.1604). Will this also translate into finding more primary homepages? The first run is a straightforward run on the Wikipedia part of ClueWeb, using the external links to the Web (if present). Recall that we established that primary pages linked from relevant Wikipedia pages have a high precision. This strategy finds 29 primary homepages (so 11 more than the baseline) and improves retrieval effectiveness to an NDCG of 0.0292, and a P10 of 0.0300. The second run using the Wikipedia category information improves significantly to find 34 primary homepages with a NDCG of 0.0445 and a P10 of 0.0400.

Recall again that the external links have high precision but low recall. We try to find additional links between retrieved Wikipedia pages and the homepages by querying the anchor text index with the name of the found Wikipedia entity. This has no effect on the found Wikipedia entities, so we only discuss the primary homepages as presented in Table 2. Ignoring the existing external links, searching for the Wikipedia entities in the anchor text leads to 29 primary homepages. The combined run, supplementing the existing external links in Wikipedia with the automatically generated links, finds a total of 56 primary homepages. For homepages this improves the P10 over the baseline to 0.0550, and NDCG to 0.0447.

### 3. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the problem of entity retrieval on the Web. Our main findings are the following. Our first finding is that, in principle, the problem of web entity ranking can be reduced to Wikipedia entity ranking. We found that the majority of entity ranking topics in our test collections can be answered using Wikipedia, and that with high precision relevant web entities corresponding to the Wikipedia entities can be found using Wikipedia’s ‘external links’. Our second finding is that we can exploit the structure of Wikipedia to improve entity ranking effectiveness. Entity types are valuable retrieval cues in Wikipedia. Automatically assigned entity types are effective, and almost as good as manually assigned types. Our third finding is that web entity retrieval can be significantly improved by using Wikipedia as a pivot. Both Wikipedia’s external links and the enriched Wikipedia entities with additional links to homepages are significantly better at finding primary web homepages than standard text retrieval.
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ABSTRACT

It is generally believed that propagated anchor text is very important for effective Web search, but many years of TREC Web retrieval research failed to establish the effectiveness of link evidence for ad hoc retrieval on Web collections. In this paper we use the new TREC 2009 Web Track collection to study the impact of collection size and link density on the effectiveness of anchor-text for Web ad hoc retrieval. Our main findings are that anchor-text outperforms full-text retrieval in terms of early precision and an improvement in overall precision when combined with it. Other findings are that, contrary to expectations, link density has little impact on effectiveness, while the size of the collection has a substantial impact on the quantity, quality and effectiveness of anchor text. This paper is based on [6].

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of anchor text for Web retrieval is well studied, with the broad conclusion that it is very effective for finding entry pages of sites--often outperforming approaches based on document text alone--but not for ad hoc search. Some speculated that the number of (inter-server) links in the TREC collections was too low and that the collections might be too small for anchors to be effective [3]. Others pointed at the difference between traditional ad hoc retrieval studied at TREC and actual Web search. Web searchers tend to "prefer the entry page of a well-known topical site to an isolated piece of text, no matter how relevant" [4]. Although the switch to more Web-centric search tasks like home page and named page finding showed link information to be very effective [2, 7], there is no clear explanation of why anchor text is not effective for ad hoc retrieval. To study the value of link information, Gurrin and Smeaton [3] suggested a representative test-collection needs to be sufficiently large and have sufficiently high inter- and intra-server link densities. At the TREC 2009 Web Track [1] a new, large Web collection—ClueWeb09—was introduced, which is much larger than previous collections and was crawled to reflect Tier 1 of a commercial search engine, so has a relatively dense link structure, urging us to revisit the question:

• What is the importance of anchor text for ad hoc search?

2. INITIAL EXPERIMENTS

We indexed the ClueWeb09 category B, which is a 50 million pages subset of the full ClueWeb09, using Indri with Krovetz stemming and stopword removal. We created two indexes, a full-text index and an anchor text index containing only the propagated anchor text of ClueWeb09 B. The full-text and anchor text runs use the Indri language model approach and linear smoothing with $\lambda_{collection} = 0.15$. Documents are scored using the document length as a prior probability $p(d) = \frac{|d|}{|D|}$, where $d$ is a document in collection $D$. We also made a mixture run, combining the full-text and anchor runs using the weighting $S_{mix}(d) = 0.7 \cdot S_{full}(d) + 0.3 \cdot S_{anchor}(d)$.

2.1 Results

The results are shown in Table 1. We test for significant changes with respect to the full-text baseline using a one-tailed bootstrap test with 100,000 resamples. The Anchor run has a low statMAP compared to the Text run. A possible explanation is that many pages in the collection have no or few incoming links, including many relevant pages. In contrast, anchor text is effective for early precision. The Anchor run scores better on MPC(30) than the Text run and supports the above explanation for its low statMAP score. More importantly, the Mix run leads to significant improvements in statMAP showing that the two indexes are complementary and that Web structure can be used to improve ad hoc search. To put this into perspective, we compared them against the top 3 groups of the TREC 2009 Web Ad hoc task (according to MPC(30), bottom 3 rows). The runs of the top 3 groups score substantially better on statMAP, but lower on MPC(30). This shows that anchor text alone can meet or exceed the precision of the top-performing systems.

Perhaps anchor text is more effective than in previous TREC experiments because this collection contains the full Wikipedia, which has a dense link structure and many anchors matching the titles of the target pages. Columns 4 and 5 in Table 1 show the results of these runs. The Anchor run still has higher early precision and the Mix run still has higher statMAP than the Text run. Wikipedia is not the reason for the effectiveness of anchor text. In sum, this new Web collection finally shows the long expected value of Web link structure for ad hoc search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Full collection</th>
<th>No Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>statMAP MPC(30)</td>
<td>statMAP MPC(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>0.1442 0.3079</td>
<td>0.1038 0.2557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor</td>
<td>0.0567 0.5558</td>
<td>0.0617 0.4289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>0.1643 0.4812</td>
<td>0.1213 0.4773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text - In-degree</td>
<td>0.1098 0.2694</td>
<td>0.0746 0.2059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDWAxtQEWWeb</td>
<td>0.1999 0.5010</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uogTrdpCEwP</td>
<td>0.2072 0.4966</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTNETADRrun4</td>
<td>0.1746 0.4368</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).

DIR’10, 4 February, 2011, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Figure 1: Impact of link sampling on effectiveness of full-text, anchor text and mixture runs.

3. WHY ANCHOR TEXT WORKS

In this section we seek to understand what makes the anchor text representation effective. We look at the impact of link density and collection size, which we do by down-sampling either links or pages.

3.1 The Impact of Link Density

We filter links by randomly selecting n% of all documents and removing their outgoing links. If we randomly sample 50% of the pages and remove the outgoing links of those pages, we would expect to end up with roughly 50% of all the links. The impact of sampling links on the effectiveness of full-text and anchor text is shown in Figure 1. The full-text index is not affected by link sampling, hence the straight line in the figures. The statMAP (top left) of the Anchor run slowly decreases as we remove more links because the index covers fewer pages. The Mix run scores better at statMAP with even the smallest samples of links, indicating that even very few links can improve the Text run. The MPC(30) scores (top right) of the Anchor run stay well above the Text score. We note that below 12.5% of the links (less than 3 incoming links per page), the density is well below the link densities of earlier TREC Web collections. The impact of link density seems small. To rule out that the MPC(30) score is over-estimated we transformed the relevance judgements to traditional binary judgements and looked at the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR, bottom left of Figure 1), which cannot over-estimate. It supports that anchor text gives better early precision than full-text. Link density plays a role at low densities, but its impact stabilises quickly.

3.2 The Impact of Collection Size

Next, we look at the impact of the collection size. We randomly remove n% pages from the collection, and thereby lose both the outgoing and incoming links of those pages. Thus, if we sample 50% of the pages, we remove more than 50% of the links. One of the favourable aspects of randomly sampling pages is that the probability of relevance is unaffected [5]. The impact of sampling pages on the effectiveness of full-text and anchor text is shown in Figure 2. The statMAP (left figure) of the Text run goes up slowly—possibly due to losing topics with little relevance—while for the Anchor run it goes down slowly. The Text run gains precision at rank 30 (MPC(30), right figure) as the collections grows, as predicted [5]. The anchor text precision is more affected by collection size. With half the collection, anchor text is nowhere near as effective as full-text. With fewer relevant documents left, and an increasingly smaller coverage of the collection, it becomes harder to find relevant pages through anchor text. For precision at a fixed cut-off, the impact of the collection size is much larger for anchor text than for full-text.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our main finding is that in contrast with earlier results, the anchor text leads to significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness for ad hoc informational search. Link density has little impact on anchor text effectiveness, while collection size has a big impact on the anchor text representations, affecting quantity, quality and effectiveness. Full-text search is less affected by collection size.

Perhaps the main contribution of this paper is that it solves the apparent contradiction between the experiences of Internet search engines, and the results of experiments at TREC. This turns the earlier negative results into something positive in a sense: they aid to our understanding of when and why link evidence works, and when not.
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ABSTRACT

Online news agents provide commenting facilities for their readers to express their opinions or sentiments with regards to news stories. The number of user supplied comments on a news article may be indicative of its importance, interestingness, or impact. We explore the news comments space, and compare the log-normal and the negative binomial distributions for modeling comments from various news agents. These estimated models can be used to normalize raw comment counts and enable comparison across different news sites. We also examine the feasibility of online prediction of the number of comments, based on the volume observed shortly after publication. We report on solid performance for predicting news comment volume in the long run, after short observation. This prediction can be useful for identifying potentially “hot” news stories, and can be used to support front page optimization for news sites.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics

General Terms
Algorithms, Theory, Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION

As we increasingly live our lives online, huge amounts of content are being generated, and stored in new data types like blogs, discussion forums, mailing lists, commenting facilities, and wikis. In this environment of new data types, online news is an especially interesting type for mining and analysis purposes. Much of what goes on in social media is a response to, or comment on, news events, reflected by the large amount of news-related queries users ask to blog search engines [3]. Tracking news events and their impact as reflected in social media has become an important activity of media analysts [1]. We focus on online news articles plus the comments they trigger, and attempt to uncover the factors underlying the commenting behavior on these news articles. We explore the dynamics of user generated comments on news articles, and undertake the challenge to model and predict news article comment volume shortly after publication.

Let us take a step back and ask why we should be interested in commenting behavior and the factors contributing to it in the first place? We briefly mention two types of application for predicting the number of comments shortly after publication. First, in reputation analysis one should be able to quickly respond to “hot” stories and real-time observation and prediction of the impact of news articles is required. Second, the lay-out decisions of online news agents often depend on the expected impact of articles, giving more emphasis to articles that are likely to generate more comments, both in their online news papers (e.g., larger headline, picture included) and in their RSS feeds (e.g., placed on top, capitalized). Our aim is to gain insight on the commenting behavior on online news articles, and use these insights to predict comment volume of news articles shortly after publication. To this end, we seek to answer the following questions: (i) What are the dynamics of user generated comments on news articles? Do they follow a temporal cycle? The answers provide useful features for modeling and predicting news comments. (ii) Can we fit a distribution model on the volume of news comments? Modeling the distribution allows for normalizing comment counts across diverse news sources. (iii) Does the correlation between number of responses at early time and at later time found in social media such as Digg and Youtube hold for news comments? I.e., are patterns for online responses potentially “universal”? And can we use this to predict the number of comments an article will receive, having seen an initial number?

This paper makes several contributions. First, it explores the dynamics and the temporal cycles of user generated comments in online Dutch media. Second, it provides a model for news comment distribution based on data analysis from eight news sources. Third, it tries to predict comment volume once an initial number of comments is known, using a linear model.

We explore the dataset in §2, model news comments in §3 and report on prediction results of comment volume in §4.

2. EXPLORING NEWS COMMENTS

The dataset consists of aggregated content from seven online news agents: Algemeen Dagblad (AD), De Pers, Financieel Dagblad (FD), Spits, Telegraaf, Trouw, and WaarMaarRaar (WMR), and one collaborative news platform, NU.nl. We have chosen to include sources that provide commenting facilities for news stories, but differ in coverage, political views, subject, and type.

We turn to our first research question: What are the dynamics of user generated comments on news articles? News comments are found to follow trends similar to blog post comments as reported in [4]. The news agent commenting facilities (is it easy to comment or not) and content nature (accessible, require less understanding) show to influence the number of comments a news source receives. The time required for readers to leave a comment is on average slower for news than for blogs, although this
differs significantly per news source possibly due to differences in news readers demographics. With regards to temporal cycles, we look at monthly, weekly and daily cycles. March shows the highest comment volume across the board, and November shows the least for most sources. Weekends receive more comments compared to weekdays, with Wednesday being, on average, the most active day and Sunday the least active day across the board. The daily cycle reveals a correlation between comment volume, sleep and awake time, as well as working, lunch and dinner time. The comment volume peaks around noon, starts decreasing in the afternoon, and becomes minimal late at night. These aspects of online news seem to be inherent characteristics of each source possibly reflecting the credibility of the news organisation, the interactive features they provide on their web sites, and their readers’ demographics [2].

3. MODELING NEWS COMMENTS

With regards to our second research question we seek to identify models (i.e., distributions) that underly the volume of comments per news source. We do so (1) to understand our data, and (2) to define “volume” across sources. Our approach is to express a news article’s comment volume as the probability for an article from a news source to receive $x$ many comments. We consider two types of distribution to model comment volume: log-normal and negative binomial. For evaluating the models’ goodness of fit we choose the $\chi^2$ test due to its applicability to both continuous and discrete distributions [5]. Both distributions fit our dataset well with low $\chi^2$ scores (see also Fig. 1) leaving the final decision on which distribution to favor on the data to be modeled and the task at hand.

4. COMMENT PREDICTION

We now turn to our third research question. First, we are interested in finding out whether the correlation between early and late popularity found by [6] also holds for the news comments space. This research was supported by the European Union’s ICT Policy Support Programme as part of the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme, CIP ICT-PSP under grant agreement nr 250430 (GALATEAS), by the 7th Framework Program of the European Commission, grant agreement no. 258191 (PROMISE), by the DuOMan project carried out within the STEVIN programme which is funded by the Dutch and Flemish Governments under project nr STE-09-12, by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) under project nr 612-066.512, 612.061.814, 612.061.815, 640.004.802, 380-70-011 and by the Center for Creation, Content and Technology (CCCT).
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ABSTRACT
Many of the existing tagging systems fail to cope with syntactic and semantic tag variations during user search and browse activities. As a solution to this problem, we propose the Semantic Tag Clustering Search. The framework consists of three parts: removing syntactic variations, creating semantic clusters, and utilizing the obtained clusters to improve search and exploration of tag spaces. Using our framework, we are able to find relevant clusters and achieve a higher search precision by utilizing these clusters. The advantages of a cluster-based approach for searching and browsing through tag spaces have been exploited in Xplore-Flickr.com, the implementation of our framework.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s Web offers many services that enable users to label content on the Web by means of tags. Flickr and Delicious (also known as del.icio.us) are two well-known applications utilizing tags. Registered Flickr users are allowed to upload and tag photographs. As with most tagging systems the user has no restrictions on the tags that can be used, i.e., the user can use any tag to his or her likings. Even though tags are a flexible way of categorizing data, they have their limitations. Tags are prone to typographical errors or syntactic variations due to the amount of freedom users have. This results in different tags with similar meanings, e.g., ‘waterfall’ and ‘waterfal’. A query for ‘waterfall’ on Flickr returns 1,158,957 results, whereas ‘waterfall’ returns 1,388 results. This implies that potentially 1,157,569 results are lost due to a typographical mistake. Users also describe pictures in different ways. For a picture which shows the interior of a house, most users would use the tag ‘interior’, whereas others would use a tag like ‘inside’ or ‘furniture’. This is a problem for search engines which only implement keyword-based searching, as ‘interior’, ‘inside’, and ‘furniture’ are all semantically related.

As a solution to the previous problem, we define the Semantic Tag Clustering Search (STCS) framework, which consists of three parts. The first part deals with syntactic variations, whereas the second part is concerned with deriving semantic clusters. The last part of the framework consists of a part where search methods utilize these clusters to improve search for pictures. In the STCS framework, we consider non-hierarchical clusters, where we select the method proposed by [3]. Different from other methods, this algorithm allows tags to appear in multiple clusters, which enables easy detection of different contexts for tags. Each cluster is considered to be a context for a tag. Also, we propose an adaptation of this method that improves the clustering results. Finally, we devise a search method, of which the results are compared with a case without knowledge about the semantic clusters or syntactic variation clusters. We have made available an implementation of the STCS framework in the form of a Web application called XploreFlickr.com [4].

2. RELATED WORK
Syntactic variations between tags form a widely studied research subject, as they represent a well-known symptom in tagging systems. In [1], the authors analyze the performance of the Levenshtein distance [2] and the Hamming distance. The authors state that Levenshtein and Hamming distances provide similar results for some syntactic variation types, e.g., for typographic errors. In contrast, for variation identification based on the insertion or deletion of characters, the Levenshtein distance performs significantly better than the Hamming distance. This does not imply that the Levenshtein distance performs well enough, as it has problems with for instance identifying variations based on the transposition of adjacent characters, although results can be improved by ignoring candidate tags with less than four characters.

In previous approaches, the semantic symptoms are dealt with by either using a clustering technique which results in non-hierarchical clusters of tags, or a hierarchical graph of either tags or clusters of tags. There is an extensive body of literature available on tag clustering. Several measures which create clusters of related tags are based on co-occurrence data, a commonly used similarity being the cosine similarity. In this paper we focus on non-hierarchical clustering, as hierarchical clustering is more complex and thus more time consuming, because it first needs to build the tag hierarchy from which subsequently the clusters are deduced. The amount of data that we are dealing with asks for fast clustering procedures. Further, we observe that current non-
hierarchical clustering approaches, e.g., the algorithm proposed by Specia and Motta [3], suffer from merging issues, i.e., larger clusters merge too easily and smaller clusters merge too difficulty. In this paper, we provide a solution to this problem.

3. STCS FRAMEWORK

Due to space limitations, we only discuss the first and second part of the STCS framework in this version of the paper. An extended version of this paper also discusses the third part, i.e., how we use the clusters to improve the performance of tag search engines. This extended version of the paper is to be presented at the 26th ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC 2011) [5].

3.1 Syntactic clustering

In the first part of the framework, the syntactic clustering algorithm uses an undirected graph $G = (T, E)$ as input. The set $T$ contains tags, and $E$ is the set of weighted edges (triples $(t_i, t_j, w_{ij})$) representing the similarities between tags. Weight $w_{ij}$ is calculated as a weighted average based on the normalized Levenshtein distance and the cosine similarity between tags $i$ and $j$ using the co-occurrence vectors. Normalized Levenshtein values are not representative for short tags, which is why we increase the weight for the cosine value as the length of the two tags decreases. The algorithm then proceeds by cutting edges that have a weight lower than a threshold $\beta$. The syntactic clusters are computed by determining the connected components in the resulting graph.

3.2 Semantic clustering

For semantic clustering, we propose a modified version of the algorithm that is proposed in [3]. The algorithm loops over all tags that are present in the data set and creates a new cluster which only includes the current tag. The algorithm then loops over all tags again and adds a tag to the cluster if it is sufficiently similar to the cluster. The tag is sufficiently similar when the average cosine of the tag with respect to all tags currently present in the cluster is larger than a threshold $\chi$. Because many tags are similar to each other, this procedure produces many duplicate or near duplicate clusters. Hence, there is a need for cluster merging.

The authors of [3] propose two heuristics for the semantic clusters merging process. The first heuristic merges two clusters if the one contains the other and the second heuristic merges clusters if the number of different elements between two clusters is below a certain threshold. We propose a merging heuristic with a dynamic threshold, depending on the cluster sizes. With a constant threshold the larger clusters often merge too easily and the smaller clusters merge too difficultly. The STCS heuristic fits the clustering process better, as it is less sensitive to the size of smaller clusters than the method proposed in [3].

4. STCS EVALUATION

In order to analyze the performance of the syntactic variations detection algorithm, we use a test set which contains 200 randomly chosen tag combinations. These tags are subject to the weighted average of the normalized Levenshtein value and the cosine similarity. In our experiments, the weighted average for all tag combinations is calculated with a threshold value $\beta$ of 0.02 for cutting edges, which is determined by result evaluation using a hill climbing procedure. After manually checking these tags on correctness, we identify 10 mistakes that are produced by the framework, resulting in a syntactic error rate of 5%.

For the analysis of the semantic clustering process, we follow a similar procedure. For 100 random clusters, which contained 458 tags, the number of misplaced tags is counted, i.e., the tags that should have been placed in another cluster. We encounter 44 misplaced tags and thus the error rate is 9.6%. We report an error of 13.1% for the method of [3], which shows that the STCS method outperforms the original method on this data set. We observe that the STCS algorithm finds many relevant clusters, such as {rainy, Rain, wet, raining} and {iPod, iphone, mac}.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The Semantic Tag Clustering Search (STCS) framework is used for building and utilizing semantic clusters based on information retrieved from a social tagging system. The framework has three core tasks: removing syntactic variations, creating semantic clusters, and utilizing obtained clusters to improve search and exploration of tag spaces. For the syntactic clustering process we have proposed a measure based on the normalized Levenshtein value combined with the cosine value based on co-occurrence vectors. Results show that the framework obtains an error rate for syntactic clustering of 5% and 9.6% for semantic clustering. We compared the non-hierarchical clustering method proposed by Specia and Motta [3] to our adapted version and have found that the adapted version has a lower error rate than the original method.

As future work, we would like to improve the process of removing syntactic variations by using two ideas. First, we want to take into account abbreviations, as the Levenshtein distance does not address this issue. Second, we would like to experiment with variable cost Levenshtein distances, which associate different weights to edit operations depending on update characters and their location.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we summarize our previous research on the construction of training sets and development of metrics for learning to rank. In particular, we consider the case of a fixed budget of total judgments to be spent and we discuss the effect of (a) the allocation of the budget between documents and queries, (b) the documents to be selected per query, and (c) the choice of the metric to be optimized on the effectiveness of learning to rank algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most algorithms for building modern search engines are based on learning to rank. Given a training set of (feature vector, relevance) pairs, a machine learning procedure learns how to combine the query and document features to rank the underlying collection upon a user’s request by optimizing an effectiveness metric correlated with user satisfaction. Much thought and research has been placed on feature extraction and the development of sophisticated learning to rank algorithms. However, relatively little research has been conducted on the choice of queries, documents and effectiveness metrics to be used for learning to rank nor on the effect of these choices on the effectiveness and efficiency of the learning algorithm.

The main bottleneck in constructing learning to rank collections is obtaining labels by annotating documents with relevance grades since this task requires extensive human effort. Thus, given a fixed judgment budget researchers and practitioners often need to make a number design decision, “Is it better to judge more queries with few judgments per query (shallow judgments) or to judge few queries but more documents per query (deep judgments)?”, “Which documents per query should be selected to be annotated?”, “Which metric should be optimized to obtain the best performing ranking function with respect to an end user?”. In this work we summarize recent results in an attempt to answer all of the above questions [4, 1, 5, 2].

2. DEEP VS. SHALLOW JUDGMENTS

In order to test the effect of deep versus shallow judgments we use data obtained from a commercial search engine. The dataset contains 382 features extracted from a set of 5K queries with an average of 350 judged documents per query and it is split into train, validation and test sets with 2K, 1K and 2K queries, respectively. Due to the high variability of the number of documents judged per query, we select an 1K subset of from the training queries with at least 128 judgments each so that we can better control the experiment. Using this data we form different data sets by halving the number of queries in the training set, resulting in training sets with 1024, 512, 256, 64, 32 and 16 queries, each containing 128 documents. Similarly, we also form different sets by halving the number of judgments per query (128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4 and 2 documents), keeping the number of queries fixed (1K). The LambdaRank algorithm is then used to train the ranking function over the different training sets.

The test set NDCG(10) value using these different training sets is reported in the figure. The x-axis shows the total number of judgments in the training set. The line with the plus marks corresponds to halving the queries (having 128 judgments per query) and the line with the dotted marks corresponds to halving the number of judged documents per query (keeping all the 1K queries). Next to each plus (or dot), we report the number of documents in the training set (or the number of queries in the training set). The results suggest that given a fixed judgment budget, it is better to judge more queries with fewer documents per query. It can be seen that with as few as 16 documents per query, test set NDCG(10) values are comparable to using the entire 128 documents. However, decreasing the number of judged documents further results in a sharp decrease in performance [4].

3. DOCUMENT SELECTION

In the experiments above having no information about the process used to construct the original data set of 350
judged documents per query on average we uniformly sampled 1% of them to construct the training subsets. Nevertheless, some documents may be more useful than others (i.e. hold more information) for learning to rank. Here we examine a number of alternative document selection methods that has been previously used for low-cost evaluation of retrieval systems to choose documents to annotate. In order to examine the effect of different mechanisms to select documents we used TREC data since these collections provide some further information about the documents to be picked (e.g. their ranks by the submitted to TREC retrieval systems). Our complete document collection consists 150 queries and depth-100 document pools from TREC 6, 7 and 8 adhoc tracks, along with the corresponding relevance judgments. A small set of 22 content features (a subset of LETOR3.0 features [3]) is extracted from all query-document pairs. Using different document selection methodologies, for each query, documents from the complete collection are selected with different percentages from 0.6% to 60%, forming different sized subsets of the complete collection for each methodology. The document selection methodologies used vary from sampling (uniform and stratified) to depth-k pooling and greedy on-line algorithms along with the current approach of selecting documents used in the construction of the LETOR 2.0 and 3.0 datasets. We employ five different learning-to-rank algorithms to test the document selection methodologies, LambdaRank, Regression, RankingSVM, RankNet, and LambdaRank.

Based on the results obtained by training the six learning to rank algorithms over the different training data set a number of observations were made. First, some learning to rank algorithms are more robust to document selection methodologies than other (e.g. LambdaRank). Second, some document selection methods are more effective than others, with depth-pooling and stratified sampling being the best performing ones. The fact that different document selection methods produce training sets of different characteristics allows us to examine what makes one training set better than another. Using model selection we determined that the precision of the dataset (proportion of relevant documents) and the similarity between relevant and non-relevant documents the most influential characteristics. Surprisingly our results suggest that it is harmful to select too many relevant documents and relevant and non-relevant documents that are too similar.

4. EFFECTIVENESS METRICS

Most current learning to rank algorithms are based on the assumption that if a metric X evaluates the utility of the search engine to an end user, then a search engine should be trained to optimize for that particular metric. For instance, in section 2 the LambdaRank algorithm was optimized for NDCG(10) given that our test metric was NDCG(10). Nevertheless, evaluation metrics used in optimization act as bottlenecks that summarize the training data. Given that some metrics are more informative than others we hypothesize that even if user satisfaction can be measured by a metric X, optimizing the ranking function for a more informative metric Y may result in better test performance according to X. To test our hypothesis we extended the LambdaRank algorithm to optimize for a number of evaluation metrics (Precision(10), Average Precision (AP), NDCG and NDCG(10)), we used the original data set described in section 2 to train the ranking function and measured the performance of the obtained retrieval systems by all aforementioned measures. When binary judgments were used our results suggested that even if one is interested in user oriented metrics such as PC(10) or NDCG(10) it is better to optimize for more informative metrics such as AP and NDCG. Further, optimizing for AP appeared to lead to better results than optimizing for NDCG [5]. Given that AP appeared the best metric to optimize in the case of binary judgments and given that a multi-graded measure can certainly hold more information than a binary one, we extended the definition of AP to accommodate multi-graded judgments [2]. Then, we tested our hypothesis by optimizing for NDCG, AP and Graded Average Precision (GAP). The results of our experiments can be view in the table above and they suggest that GAP is indeed the best measure to optimize for even when you care about different measures.

5. CONCLUSIONS

When constructing training collections for learning to rank with a limited budget researchers and practitioners face a number of design question regarding how to distribute judgments across query-document pairs and what metric to optimize for to obtain the best performing ranking function. In our work we’ve shown than distributing budget across a large number of queries with few judgments per query is better than deeply judging a few queries. Further, we’ve shown that the manner of selecting these few documents to be judged per query makes a difference for most learning algorithms. Finally, we’ve observed that learning algorithms can make best use of these limited judgments when optimized for an informative metric, with AP appearing to be one of the most informative binary metrics. Motivated by that, we’ve extended AP to graded judgments so we can further increase the informativeness of the metric and improve the effectiveness of the learning to rank algorithm.
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More details can be found in Aslam et al. [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LambdaRank</th>
<th>Test Metric</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>nDCG</th>
<th>PC(10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opt AP</td>
<td>nDCG</td>
<td>0.6363</td>
<td>0.6158</td>
<td>0.5355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opt GAP</td>
<td>nDCG</td>
<td>0.6363</td>
<td>0.6287</td>
<td>0.5388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opt AP</td>
<td>PC(10)</td>
<td>0.6296</td>
<td>0.6217</td>
<td>0.5360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**ABSTRACT**

Our demo at DIR 2011 shows the benefits of fuzzy faceted search. Fuzzy facets can be used to re-rank result sets with vague predicates - not only to filter them with hard selection criteria. This makes facets a better match with IR search applications that are based on the ranking approach. First class citizens in the score-based world, fuzzy facets can be more powerful and useful tools to interactively improve results for an improved and more natural user experience.

**Categories and Subject Descriptors**

H.3.3 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL]: Information Search and Retrieval

**General Terms**

Design, Experimentation

**Keywords**

DB and IR, probabilistic databases, fuzzy facets, probabilistic relational algebra, search by strategy

1. **INTRODUCTION**

In recent years faceted search has become commodity in search interfaces, and provides users with the ability to quickly zoom in on result sets using various views on the data. Faceted search is often used in IR-oriented search applications, but does not blend naturally rank-based approach. Faceted search provides DB-style methods for filtering results, often ignoring the computed scores for the items in the result set.

If facets were regarded as vague predicates, search interfaces could provide interactive refinement of query results, without quickly running into database search issues such as empty results or non-specific filter criteria. The proposed demo shows a working implementation of fuzzy facets applied to the intellectual property domain with a real-life sized data set.

The technology showed in this demo is particularly interesting about two aspects: firstly, our approach towards flexible and efficient query processing and facet computation; secondly, a novel novel user interaction is enabled, in which an end-user can quickly refine her initial query using fuzzy faceted search.

Flexible query processing is achieved by introducing a clear separation of concerns in various layers of query formulation (conceptual search strategy, probabilistic relational algebra, SQL). Efficient execution of the automatically derived query plans is achieved by using a next-generation column-oriented database back-end.

When having such an efficient query processing back-end, facet options can be computed on the fly and are not restricted to pre-calculated bins, which in turn makes it possible to provide novel user interface elements.

2. **REFERENCES**


We introduce a news video tracking and browsing interface “mediaWalker” that allows users to explore throughout a news video archive by tracking news topics along a chronological semantic structure of news stories.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]: User Interfaces

General Terms
Design

Keywords
News video, video archive, topic tracking, interface

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last ten years, we have been creating a news video archive composed of more than 1,800 hours of video recorded from a daily news show. In order to efficiently retrieve information from such a large news video archive, analysis of the chronological semantic structure of its contents is necessary.

We have previously proposed a method that retrieves the chronological semantic structure; “topic thread structure”, that originates from a specified news story and chains stories on subsequent events on related news topics in the form of a directed graph. This was done by measuring the relation of news stories based on both text similarity and chronological order. Details of the method could be found in [1].

In this paper, we will introduce an interface “mediaWalker” that allows users to browse throughout the archive by tracking news topics along the topic thread structure. We believe that such an interface facilitates the users to understand news topics along the timeline, while it saves time than browsing through a linear list of video clips on related topics as in a traditional video retrieval interface.

2. THE MEDIAWALKER INTERFACE

We will briefly introduce the functions of the interface, according to the search flow shown in Fig. 1.

2.1 Initial story listing

First, a user searches the initial story-in-focus, either from an is manually arranged set of stories, or by issuing a query by combining keywords and dates (Fig. 1(a)).

2.2 Initial story selection

Next, a list of stories that match the criteria in the previous screen is listed. The list can be rotated, while video clips corresponding to stories could be played. The user then chooses one story, and selects to browse a topic thread structure either towards the past (left) or the future (right), originating from the story (Fig. 1(b)).

2.3 Topic tracking and browsing

Finally, video clips (stories) are placed as nodes on the topic thread structure that originates from the story specified in the previous screen (Fig. 1(c)). Figure 2 shows an example of topic tracking in the interface; The development of news topics could be tracked by playing clip by clip along the structure. The interface also shows the difference of keywords between stories, to provide the users with information for selecting the desired topic thread during the tracking.

In addition to the tracking function, the interface also provides the following functions:

- Automatic playing and exporting
  As shown in Fig. 3(a), when two stories are selected by
3. CONCLUSIONS

We briefly introduced an interface that allows users to track the development of news topics along the topic thread structure. Future work includes story telling along the structure.
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ABSTRACT
Children now encounter information technology in most environments (home, school, leisure) from the earliest of ages. Whilst children naturally adapt to technology, it is less clear whether technology is meeting their particular needs, specifically in their quest for information. The PuppyIR Project is working towards a better understanding of children as information seekers, and incorporating this knowledge into a common framework for building information services for children. This paper reports the development of three prototypes based upon the framework and its children-oriented information processing components.

1. INTRODUCTION
Children naturally adapt to new technology in a way that is often quite surprising to adults, but the question remains whether services they use to find and access information are appropriate for their needs. This question has prompted research that investigates how children and adults are different and similar in their information seeking behaviour, usability concerns across younger user groups and the implication of the different developmental stages that children experience as they grow up. It has been suggested that a complete rethink is required in how services incorporate support for the information needs of children, and that some progress may be made by actually involving children themselves within the design process.

In light of this, the main goal of the PuppyIR project is to design, develop and deliver an open source framework for building information services specifically intended for children. The project considers a wide range of service aspects, including: the user interface and experience; information processing of queries, query suggestions and results; and providing access from different types of devices.

The framework has been designed using a prototype-driven methodology. Three prototypes have been created that have helped both guide framework development, and identify gaps in current service provision. FiFi (Find and Filter), a topic-based aggregator service for news and other interests, has not been specifically studied within the literature. However, it provides an opportunity to investigate the information interests of children, whilst facilitating their information encountering. For instance, a child may have an ongoing interest in gossip surrounding High School Musical. A filtering service would be ideal for meeting this information need, delivering fresh content regularly, instead of favouring relevance.

FiFi was developed to support this use case. RSS feeds for children on diverse topics (e.g., entertainment, news, science, etc.) were retrieved and indexed. The collection of articles can be searched by adding topics to the user interface, which act as queries. Instead of listing results (entries extracted from all feeds) based on relevance, they are presented in reverse-chronological order, however, relevance cues for the topic are preserved and indicated by varying the text size of an entry’s title based on its relevance score for that topic (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Screenshot of FiFi – Find and Filter

2. PROTOTYPES
To assist with the design and development of the framework, three prototype information services were created.

FiFi – Find and Filter: Information filtering for children, based on their interests, has not been specifically studied within the literature. However, it provides an opportunity to investigate the information interests of children, whilst facilitating their information encountering. For instance, a child may have an ongoing interest in gossip surrounding High School Musical. A filtering service would be ideal for meeting this information need, delivering fresh content regularly, instead of favouring relevance.

FiFi was developed to support this use case. RSS feeds for children on diverse topics (e.g., entertainment, news, science, etc.) were retrieved and indexed. The collection of articles can be searched by adding topics to the user interface, which act as queries. Instead of listing results (entries extracted from all feeds) based on relevance, they are presented in reverse-chronological order, however, relevance cues for the topic are preserved and indicated by varying the text size of an entry’s title based on its relevance score for that topic (see Fig. 1).
The development of FiFi required the integration of a local search engine into the filtering service, but improving the result presentation to make attractive and user friendly for children. To separate the aspects of presentation and search, a middleware component was developed to ensure that the framework was not tied to a particular presentation method or search engine technology, avoiding limitations in the flexibility of the framework.

**SeSu – Search and Suggest**: Whilst FiFi provided a novel means for children to encounter recently published content aligned with their interests, it did not address a key challenge faced by young information seekers: query formulation [4]. It is well established that adults struggle to adequately convey their information needs as a query, but this struggle is worse for children who possess a smaller vocabulary and limited cognitive development [9].

SeSu (Search and Suggest) was developed to provide query assistance to children using query term and visual suggestions. SeSu differs from FiFi by integrating an online search service (provided by Yahoo), instead of a local search engine. Figure 2 shows the user interface of SeSu. A panel on the left-hand side contains the textual and visual suggestions for the current query, whilst the search results fill the central panel. The right-hand panel contains an experimental feature: a slider bar to control a suitability filter, which moderates the displayed search results.

Building on the experience of developing FiFi, more attention was focused on improving the user interface in line with the research [2, 7]. Beyond user interface improvements, a suitability filter was developed to mitigate the risk of using an external search service (despite using its safe mode, inappropriate content can still be found), whilst making it easier to identify results based upon more positive features (i.e. a page that was specifically designed for children).

**JuSe – Junior Search**: Search suggestion is a useful technique to assist children as they search. However, using text-based interfaces requires a certain level of dexterity and cognitive ability, or at least the assistance of an adult. For the final prototype, attention was focused on building an information service for children that required no query terms whatsoever, relying instead upon a completely visual interface. In effect, a service that very young children could make use of to independently encounter information without assistance.

JuSe (Junior Search) presents the user with a central panel of clip art images organised by category (see Fig. 3). Categories can be created on demand by supplying a category name, along with a list of associated keywords (e.g. Animals: Cat, Dog, Mouse). Images for each of the keywords in a category are sourced from Google Image Search service, selecting the top n clip art images per keyword. To further assist the user, audio snippets of each image/keyword pair are automatically generated, introducing an educational aspect to the service. One or more images can be dragged from the central panel to the left panel, generating a query from the associated keywords.

3. REFERENCES


We present Peilend.nl, a system for analysing Dutch-language online news. Essentially, Peilend.nl consists of three components:

- **Data collection**: the online news articles and users’ comments on the articles (when available) are continuously tracked using Ss_scrape, an open source system for collecting dynamic online data\(^3\).
- **Data processing**: the collected data is indexed using Lucene\(^4\) and is sent to Fietstas\(^5\), a text analysis web service, that performs, in particular, extraction and resolution of named entities; document processing results are available through a REST web service.
- **User interface**: provides functionality such as keyword search and visualization of search results in terms of word and entity clouds.

Peilend.nl provides feedback functionality: logged-in users can correct system’s decisions, such as types of entities (person, organization, location), canonical names or URLs for entities. The system uses such feedback to correct the display of the information, and moreover, collects it for future use in retraining entity extractor and resolver.

Peilend.nl is a demonstrator for the technology developed for the online media analysis, where opinions towards entities and topics are studied. Within this user scenario, we will demonstrate the use of simple sentiment analysis techniques, based on hand-crafted and automatically-derived polarity lexicons.

\(^3\)http://ilps.science.uva.nl/resources/ssscrape
\(^4\)http://lucene.apache.org
\(^5\)http://fietstas.science.uva.nl
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ABSTRACT
In order to safeguard audiovisual heritage for future generations, large amounts of audiovisual content are being digitized. Unlocking the social and economic value of the collections requires the availability of metadata, preferably containing rich, fragment level annotations. Ideally, the content is linked to relevant contextual information sources as well. As available resources for manual annotation and contextualization are typically not in line with the quantities of digitized content, support from (semi) automatic annotation strategies and/or strategies that deploy crowdsourcing mechanisms, are widely investigated. This paper describes practical solutions that are developed at the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision in collaboration with academic partners in The Netherlands.

Keywords
Audiovisual archives; access; metadata; automatic annotation; crowdsourcing.

1. INTRODUCTION
Audiovisual archives are transforming from archives of analogue materials to very large stores of digital data. Audiovisual recordings preserve the history of the 20th Century: events and personalities can be seen and heard, having unique impact and meaning to all people. The exploitation model for this content - unlocking the social and economic value of the collections - implies investments concentrated on both preservation and access. Hence, in the context of a large digitization program, such as the Images for the Future1 program at The Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (NISV), the study of access requirements of potential user groups plays an important role in the exploitation model.

Although different types of end users have different backgrounds, different needs, different expectations and different goals, studies such as [1,2] focusing on transaction log analysis of broadcast professionals and multidisciplinary collaborations investigating requirements for oral historians [3], endorse the general impression that rich, fragment level annotations are becoming a prerequisite for successful exploitation of audiovisual collections. Moreover, in order to be able to link community knowledge (e.g., wiki) or multimedia context sources (e.g., broadcast websites) to archival content, anchor points -high level entities- need to be localized such as a particular person or place, a topic or event. As audiovisual archives are simply not capable to allocate resources for manual annotation and contextualization of today's quantities of digitized content in such levels of detail, support from (semi) automatic annotation strategies and/or strategies that deploy crowdsourcing mechanisms, are widely investigated. An impressive set of methods and tools already exist and have proven their value in laboratory settings. However, in a more diversified, real world setting, scaling up and putting the complex pieces together remains a challenge. In this demonstration session, we showcase three practical annotation strategies: speech recognition, video concept labeling with users in the loop and a video labeling game.

2. SPEECH RECOGNITION
There is common agreement that deploying speech recognition technology for generating time-labeled annotations for audiovisual content based on the spoken words therein can be a useful strategy. However, success stories of the application of speech-based annotation for real world archives lag behind. After less successful attempts to use speech recognition technology for annotating highly heterogeneous historical data with low audio quality, NISV now focuses on automatic speech-based annotation strategies for Radio content. Speech content is only sparsely annotated and as a consequence practically inaccessible in the archive. The speech application in the demonstration session shows the interface that is used by professional archivists within the archive to monitor transcription quality. This stems from the fact that task domains for speech recognition need to be selected carefully (and monitored).

3. VIDEO CONCEPT LABELING
This demonstration showcases video concept labeling and crowdsourcing using video footage of the Pinkpop rock festival that was digitized in the Images for the Future project [4]. The application is a real-world video search engine based on advanced multimedia retrieval technology, which allows for user-provided feedback to improve and extend automated content analysis results, and share video fragments. The main mode of user interaction with the video search engine is by means of a timeline-based video player. The player enables users to watch and navigate through a single video concert. Little colored dots on the timeline mark the location of an interesting fragment corresponding to an automatically derived label. To inspect the label and the duration of the fragment, users simply move their mouse cursor over the colored dot. By clicking the dot, the player instantly starts the specific moment in the video. If needed, the user can manually select more concept labels in the panel on the left of the video player. If the timeline becomes too crowded as a result of multiple labels, the user may decide to zoom in on the timeline. Besides providing feedback on the automatically detected labels, we also allow our users to comment on the individual fragments, share the fragment through e-mail or Twitter, and embed the integrated video player, including the crowdsourcing mechanism, on different websites.

1http://beeldenvoordetoekomst.nl/en
4. VIDEO LABELING GAME
The third demonstration shows how engaging users in tagging videos through so called "games with a purpose" could work. "Waisda" is a multi-player video labeling game [5,6], launched in 2009, where players describe video by entering tags. Players score points based on various temporal tag agreements. The underlying assumption is that tags are probably valid if they are entered independently by at least two players within a given time-frame.
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ABSTRACT
In this demo, we showcase Q-go Natural Language Search technology.

Keywords
Q-go, Natural Language Search, online customer service.

1. INTRODUCTION
Q-go’s online customer service is based on a sophisticated semantic and natural language search software. Q-go helps consumers find what they seek and achieve their goals on your website. We support organizations and help them cope with the following key issues. Q-go enables people to ask questions using their own words and language. The questions are analyzed both grammatically and semantically and a small set of relevant answers is returned within two clicks along with contextual services or offerings that can be easily read even on a mobile device.

2. WEBSITE SEARCH SPECIFICITY
2.1 Customer language
Q-go enables consumers to ask questions on corporate webpages using their own words and language. Most search queries can be classified into three types: full sentences, telegram style and keywords. It is furthermore in the nature of webpage queries to contain typos as well as linguistic errors. A key requirement of Q-go’s system is thus to be robust to customer query formulation.

2.2 Customer facing
One specific point concerning website search as well as customer self-care and support is its intertwinemnt with marketing and branding material. Quality and relevance of the answers are therefore central to the customer experience.

In order to give the most relevant results in a controlled fashion Q-go has opted for an indirect construction where the central idea to find out which model questions match best a given customer query. In order to make optimal use of any lexical, syntactic, and semantic information available in a query, Q-go applies its proprietary natural language technology.

3.2 Lexical analysis
The first process of the linguistic analysis is lexical analysis. The customer query is tokenized and the resulting strings are looked up in Q-go’s dictionaries. Spelling correction is an integral part of this process. Because Q-go has historically been active on the Dutch, German as well as the Spanish market, compound analysis and clitic splits are also applied whenever possible. Multiword units and regular expressions are also analyzed. This is particularly relevant in the context of corporate webpage with product names or numbers.

The end output of this process is a list of lemmatized lexical entries with their parts of speech. Synonyms like ‘ATM’ and ‘Cash machine’ are retrieved by the system. The lexical entries returned also contain spelling corrected words.

3.3 Syntactic analysis
Based on the output of the lexical analysis and on Q-go’s grammar a syntactic analysis of the input query is built. This process is also tied up to the building of a semantic representation for the query. Q-go’s syntactic analysis is an adaptation of an Earley parser. The main deviation from a standard Earley parser comes from the fact that Q-go’s context-free grammar also codes semantic information together with its syntactic rules. The parser performs thus two tasks 1) building a parse tree and 2) building its associated semantic representation.

As the input lexical entries for the parsing algorithm may contain spelling correction Q-go’s system can also correct real-words errors. The output of syntactic analysis is a structured representation containing merely lemmas.

The basic idea of the system being of finding the best model question to answer a customer query it is only natural to analyze our model questions in the manner just described. We therefore end up with having to compare the meaning representation of a user query with the meaning representations of the model questions.

3.4 Matching
Because the customers must be able to formulate their queries in their own words and language we must provide some flexibility to the matching. We cannot expect to match exactly lemmas from the customer query’s representation with lemmas of the model question’s representation. To smooth this process Q-go uses hierarchical information. Connected lemmas, i.e. conceptually connected concepts, are matched at the cost of a penalty.
To further improve the flexibility and range of the matching Q-go also implements rules to automatically translate representations.

The matching process outputs a ranked list of best matches of which the top best 5-7 matches are shown to the customer.

3.5 **Fallback mechanism**

Finally a keyword matching mechanism based on an index of the model questions is consistently used in parallel of the natural language technology.

4. **CONCLUSION**

Q-go provides a flexible and robust natural language search technology that enable companies to provide excellent search and support capabilities as well as the related sales opportunities.

Finally Q-go supports research on ways to improve its core technology and functionalities with machine learning methods and continuously tries to improve customer usability with advanced interaction schemes.
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ABSTRACT
We present the new Textkernel CV search application that uses automatic information extraction of domain-specific semantics for searching in a collection of unstructured CV documents. The state-of-the-art user interface enables non-expert users to effectively search and explore a set of CV’s in order to quickly zoom in on the most relevant candidates. The user interface provides faceted search, tag clouds, and a simple means of constructing and manipulating complex structured match profiles. The ranking makes use of CV-specific knowledge such as career weighted relevance, and synonyms for job titles, degrees and skills. Queries are automatically interpreted with respect to the domain specific semantics and the application aims to provide federated search across multiple CV repositories.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recruiters need to search in large collections of CV’s (Curriculum Vitae) for suitable candidates to find those with the best possible match on a multitude of criteria, including work experience, education, availability, location, seniority, specific languages and computer skills. However, the perfect candidate usually does not exist. CV search tasks therefore often require to construct complex structured queries and to find a set of best possible candidates ranked in order of relevance. Some query terms are hard criteria, others are important but not required, yet others are nice to have. The candidate profiles are usually present in recruitment CRM systems or applicant tracking systems in the form of unstructured CV documents. Since manual data entry is often too time consuming, and structured search would otherwise not be optimal, Textkernel has over the past 10 years developed CV parsing software for many languages. CV parsing software automatically recognizes the document structure and extracts information such as the personal data of a candidate, language or computer skills, and even derived information such as the total number of work experience years. The demo shows that the automatic extraction, while not 100% perfect, provides a level of precision that offers a breakthrough in effective CV search without any manual correction of the extracted data.

Our approach in building a usable semantic search application for recruiters started out with the following design goals:
(1) Recruiters are most often not information retrieval experts. We need to provide a user-friendly interface that allows non-expert users to issue complex queries intuitively;
(2) The relevance of the top candidates must be beyond doubt. We must provide advanced relevance ranking using state-of-the-art language models, document structure and external domain-specific knowledge;
(3) Fast retrieval performance on large CV databases;
(4) Candidates must be searchable from the moment they apply. This makes live indexing of new CV’s required;
(5) The right candidate is just as likely to be on LinkedIn or Facebook as in the recruiters set of applicants. The application should provide integrated searching in internal as well as external (online) CV databases.

We focus in the reminder of the article on the first two design goals, the search interface and strategies to improve the ranking based on domain-specific knowledge.

2. USER INTERFACE
The search interface of our CV search application provides several means to construct queries and to tune and manipulate them to further refine the results:
• facet browsing
• field-based tag-clouds
• “bread crumb”-like query overview
• controls to weight query parts
• robust powerful query language

The faceted search interface enables to explore the collection and to drill down search results. We show aggregated counts on facet items to guide the user when trying to fine-tune the query results. The interface is highly configurable and can show arbitrary numeric range and/or category facets.

For fields containing short strings, not limited to a small set of unique items, the interface offers to show tag-clouds instead of static facets. Tag-clouds can visualize a larger number of items than a common facet menu. They summarize the characteristics of the current result set and provide useful suggestions for query expansion. Instead of clicking a tag-cloud term, we also allow the user to enter free terms that are not shown in the cloud. This way users can easily construct structured queries without an additional advanced
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Moreover, we provide control both on facet and tag-cloud selections to mark query parts as mandatory or desirable. The latter will relax the specific query condition, allowing to re-rank the result set by the facet selection instead of filtering them.

Since queries often become complex during refinement, it is helpful to provide an overview on all selected constraints coming from the different interface elements. To this end, we decided to show all currently selected query parts in the style of bread crumbs. In contrast to the original bread crumb idea, query selections are grouped according to fields instead of presenting them as a search history in chronological order. However, our bread crumbs still provide means to control the entire query and to easily deselect specific query parts. Bread crumbs also play a role in giving the user feedback about the system's interpretation of natural language queries, synonym expansions, etc.

Besides the graphical elements of the user interface, the CV search also provides a robust and powerful query language for expert users. The query language offers all controls that can be selected by other interface elements and even extends their power by offering proximity or weighting features.

3. SEMANTIC RANKING STRATEGIES

The CV search application currently applies three strategies to improve the ranking beyond standard language model based full-text retrieval by using domain knowledge:

- synonym expansion
- automatic query field interpretation
- parametrized indexing

Synonym expansion exploits specially created thesauri on e.g., job titles, or skills to expand the query. The employed thesauri contain not only synonyms but also weights representing the relation strength between two expressions. The weights are first used to determine which synonyms should be used for query expansion, and secondly for weighting the terms inside the expanded query.

If a user states a query such as “web developer london”, we would like to automatically recognize that web developer is a job description, whereas london refers to a city and should be matched against the address of the candidate. Using the same thesauri as employed for synonym expansion, we can automatically recognize job titles, skills or cities in queries and assign those query parts to the corresponding fields of the CV. The CV search clearly shows the advantage of structured queries over simple full text queries. The above full-text query would e.g., also match a candidate working years ago in London for an internship. Since recognition in queries and documents does not succeed in all cases we use the full-text ranking as a fall-back strategy.

Special attention is given in our CV search to the ranking of previous work experiences. The recognition of job titles in the CV is not enough for effective ranking. A recruiter would expect candidates with a longer or more recent work experience to rank higher than other candidates that have worked only briefly or years ago in the specified area. However, the statistical language model of a document does not take into account the recency or duration of experiences. Since our CV parsing engine can recognize work experiences in the text as well as their corresponding begin and end dates, we have all necessary input to modify the represen-
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ABSTRACT
This demo paper describes the information retrieval system AquaBrowser, as developed by Serials Solutions Medialab.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main challenge with searching library catalogs is a universal information retrieval challenge: how to understand what the user means. AquaBrowser combines several methods for query understanding by providing ways for the user to make clearer what is meant. According to user tests, this substantially improves search results.

AquaBrowser is used by visitors of several hundreds of libraries worldwide to search through catalogs and external sources for books, articles and music.

2. QUERY UNDERSTANDING
AquaBrowser starts by providing a search box in which the user enters a query. Next, the system provides a search result, based on relevance ranking, accompanied by visualizations of terms that provide the user with several ways to better indicate what to look for: facets, associations, spelling variations and synonyms.

By clicking on these terms, new search results appear and the relevance ranking will take the indications into account. For example: search on ‘Jaguar’ and then click the right associated term to indicate the animal was meant, not the car brand.

2.1 Conceptual grouping
Words that can be associated with the search terms are shown in an interactive visual presentation of a graph – the so-called word cloud. These associations are based on a conceptual grouping algorithm[1] that has scanned reference documents to look at word co-occurrence, applying the necessary language handling such as stemming.

2.2 Other search extensions
The so-called facets that are presented with a search result refer to properties of the items in the catalog: year of publication, author, type of material, language, etc. By clicking these facets, the search is refined.

The entire clicking behavior during the search session is used in the ranking to try to understand the direction the user wants to go with the search. The rich visual presentation of the suggestions encourages users to explore and discover more information.

By offering social networking options, users can create personal profiles that they can share with others, providing even more information that allows the system to better associate what people are interested in.

Figure 1: AquaBrowser screenshot
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ABSTRACT
TermTreffer is an application for automatically extracting domain terms from documents. For extraction it uses a large variety of linguistic and statistical modules. On the one hand users can use standard configurations of these modules, but on the other hand, expert users can combine modules to create their own custom extraction pipelines.

Apart from automatic term extraction, TermTreffer can also be used to browse, compare and edit (extracted) termbanks. It also contains functionality for exporting and importing termbanks to and from most common formats used for terminology.

Keywords
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1. DESCRIPTION
Terminology is an important ingredient for language related software applications at governmental institutions and companies. For example, knowledge management, searching in text and speech, opinion mining, classification and improvement of communication. GridLine supports this kind of applications by using language technology for the Dutch language. It forms the basis for terminology extraction, term enrichment, automatic merging of termbanks, terminology management and standardization for writing assistance.

Earlier this year, GridLine built an application called TermTreffer for the Nederlandse Taalunie. It enables organisations to keep full control of creating and maintaining lists of their specific terminology. With TermTreffer, users can easily create term lists based on their own documents, and their own organisation language. This is done by performing automatic term extraction using various linguistic and statistical algorithms. Apart from this, TermTreffer offers functionality for (semi)automatic merging of termbanks and term enrichment (= adding term properties).

The extraction process starts with a number of linguistic processing steps which enrich the plain text and create an initial set of term candidates. Some examples of these linguistic modules are: Tokenizer, Lemmatizer, POS-tagger, Compound Splitter, Spellchecker, Chunker and Multi Word Unit Detector. These last two modules are able to make a first selection of term candidates, based on their syntactic profile.

The terms extracted by the linguistic modules are then passed on to the statistical modules. These modules can be split up into two categories: Unithood and Termhood.

Unithood modules are used to determine the strength of multi word terms. For example, the term “baseball bat” will have a high Unithood value because these words, in this order, have a strong connection. The term “big bat” on the other hand will have a low Unithood value because this combination of words is less common. TermTreffer offers a number of statistical evaluation methods for calculating Unithood values of term candidates and filtering out bad candidates.

Termhood modules determine the measure in which a term is representative for a document collection, and thus for a domain. A commonly used method that TermTreffer offers is corpus comparison, in which term frequencies in the user’s documents are compared to their frequencies in a general corpus. Terms that have a significantly higher relative frequency in the user’s own documents are considered important term within the domain represented by these documents.

Another Termhood method available in TermTreffer is called Distance Statistics. It calculates a Termhood value based on the assumption that important domain terms don’t occur evenly spread throughout document collections, but are concentrated in certain documents or paragraphs. Term candidates that occur regularly in all sections of the user’s texts get a low score, whereas term candidates that have a high frequency in a few passages get a high score.

For unexperienced users, there is a one-click extraction option which uses the standard configuration of extraction modules. Expert users can fully configure their own extraction pipelines, including or excluding modules and setting module parameters. This distinction makes TermTreffer very usable for a wide variety of users.

After extraction, users can manage and modify the resulting termbank as they wish. This view also shows linguistic properties of terms which were determined during extraction, like their lemma, their head (for compounds and multi word terms), their gender or their Part of Speech tag. Also, occurrences of terms in the text can be viewed as well as the different left and right contexts a term appears in and termbanks can be compared to other termbanks.

Termbanks can be exported and imported to and from a variety of commonly used formats, enabling compatibility with other terminology software applications.

2. DEMO
The demo will consist of a live demonstration of the TermTreffer application, showing automatic extraction of terms from a text, ways in which extractions can be customized and functionality for analyzing and editing resulting termbanks.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents eCare, a web-based dashboard for online reputation monitoring. eCare allows companies to monitor what is said online about their brands and products, to gauge the online sentiment, to identify the opinion leaders in the sector, and to find the sources where their brands and products are actively discussed.
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Algorithms, Experimentation, Verification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
People are influenced by their peers. Recommendations from friends, family and colleagues are an important factor in deciding where to eat, what places to visit, which movies to see and what to buy. We get spontaneous, unsolicited advice from people around us all the time; often we trust the information and act on it. In fact, word of mouth is one of the most important factors in consumers’ behavior. When consumers are asked which forms of advertisement they trust most, recommendations from other users and opinions posted online are amongst the top answers [1].

Traditionally, word of mouth has been limited to face-to-face, spoken communication, but today, online forms of communication have become equally important. Blogs, forums and social media (Twitter, Hyves, Facebook, etc.) support word of mouth product recommendation and become more and more important to determine consumer’s behaviour. This demo shows eCare, Teezir’s online sentiment monitoring dashboard [2]. eCare is a flexible tool to monitor the online communication around brands, products and topics. This paper describes the underlying technology.
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2. eCare Technology
Two important aspects of eCare as an online reputation monitoring tool are the flexibility of the tool and the quality of the results. Since eCare’s data collection is not centred on pre-defined search terms, users are free to query for their own topics. This way, even new users have instant access to a wealth of historic information that has been collected over the years. Moreover, users can construct their own dashboards choosing from a variety of result presentations.

2.1 Crawling
The content in eCare is collected by continuously monitoring a fixed set of the most important blogs, forums, news sites and social media platforms in the Dutch language domain. Specific crawlers have been trained to recognize the patterns of the various source types (news, blogs, and forums). Based on a small set of training examples, the crawlers have learned the characteristics of the links to follow and the content elements to store. This way content can be extracted cleanly from both known and new sources: individual posts and their metadata are collected while menu structures, advertisements and other distractors that may be present on a webpage are ignored. Additional content is collected from RSS feeds and social media APIs.

While the set of sources monitored for eCare is not the complete Dutch internet, the carefully selected set provides a good picture of the topics that are discussed online and of the corresponding sentiments. Still, in some cases it is useful to know whether more discussion takes place outside these sources or whether important sources are missing. To identify these blind spots, eCare makes use of external search engine APIs. A change in the volume of relevant content for a specific site can lead to further study of the site by the eCare user, or eventually to adding this site to the set of monitored sources from which clean content is collected.

2.2 Sentiment Analysis
All collected content is automatically analysed to determine the predominant sentiment in the document. The main sentiment expressed in a document is formed by the words and sentences of the document. Based on lists of terms that are known to have a clear positive or negative connotation, the overall sentiment of phrases, sentences and documents is determined. We use part of speech tagging to take the context of a term into account. For example, the term sound can be opinionating or neutral depending on its context. Compare for example the following phrases: “their judgment is always sound”, “…with sound foundations”, “I have a 16bit sound card…” The first two are clear positive statements, the last is neutral.
Context is also analyzed for modifiers that strengthen, weaken or reverse the sentiment of a phrase. This way, we can deal with negations and subtleties like “...the mouse itself is not exactly ergonomically shaped...”, “...simple, but somewhat awkward...” and “...extremely solid and easy to use...”. The final sentiment expressed in a document is a function of the weights of the document’s opinionating expressions.

The base list of positive and negative sentiment terms originates from the Instituut voor de Nederlandse Lexicografie. This list is constantly adapted to the language encountered in our data sources. In regular tuning sessions we manually adapt and extend the lists to keep up with the evolving language use in social media and other online sources.

2.3 Index
To efficiently combine relevance and sentiment scores, we developed our own inverted-file based indexing structures. These indexes contain the collected content, their metadata and the computed sentiment scores.

Adding newly collected content and searching previously indexed content happens on the same files. This way there is no need to swap indexes to be able to access new data. Newly added data is initially kept in memory and only committed to the on-disk indexing structures later. A carefully designed recovery process is in-place to be able to reconstruct the non-committed indexing data when something goes wrong during the indexing process.

The eCare indexing structures are designed for efficient computation of both relevance and sentiment scores. We need to be able to efficiently rank documents on either of these scores. At the same time computing aggregate volume, sentiment and relevance scores for sets of documents should be efficient.

2.4 Dashboard
eCare allows its users to slice and dice the collected content, and learn what people say, either at the very aggregated level: “What is the share of positive versus negative views about our new product?”, or at the very detailed level: “Which sources reflect this negative sentiment, and what exactly are people saying?”.

Choosing from a range of available widgets, users can compose their own dashboards and share them with team members.

A query can be formulated using terms, phrases and Boolean operators. On top of that, filters can be applied to zoom in on specific timeframes, sources or authors. The available views of the data include the following:

- Document results: a relevance ranking of the matching documents
- Sentiment overview: an indication of the overall sentiment in the matching documents
- Timeline: showing the development of volume and sentiment over time (Figure 1)
- Related terms: showing the most distinguishing terms in the matching documents as well as whether they appear mostly in positive or negative documents (Figure 2)
- A breakdown of volume and sentiment by source type (news/blogs/forums/etc.), by individual source or by author

eCare sends email alerts when the sentiment drops below a user-defined threshold. Users can export results to further analyze or combine with external data. Finally, users can directly engage with the authors of blog or forum posts and administer these actions in the eCare dashboards.

Figure 1 - Timeline comparing the volume of results for Ziggo and KPN between January and November 2010

Figure 2 - Term cloud showing the most distinguishing terms in the context of Ziggo, including the context in which they appear (green for positive, red for negative)
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